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State University turned its
Christmas lights on last night.
The design of the lights atop
the tallest dormitory at Murray
State are in the form of a large
Christmas tree.
A television antenna was placed atop the building and the
lights are designed to form the
tree effect. lights have been
placed around the ledge of the
building.
The lights on Elizabeth Han
and on Hester Hall can be seen
for many miles from Murray.
An especially good view is visible traveling east on the Mayfield Highway 121.
Hester Hall turned their
lights on for the first time last
Friday night.
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THURSDAY - DECEMBER 12. 1968

Quotes
. From The News
UNITED PURRS INTRREATIONAL

WASHINGTON - President-elect Richard M Nixon,

introducing the members of his new cabinet on a nationwide television hookup:
"I am quite proud, very proud of the men who have
agreed to serve with me in this cabinet. And I only hope
that at the conclusion of our four years that you will
be as proud of them as I am."
CAPE KENNEDY - An official at Apollo moon
flight headquarters, relating how a kerosene leak in
the Saturn 5 rocket engine could force engineers to remove the engine and delay the planned flight :
"If we have to pull the engine, we're out of business
for December."
MIAMI - Cowboy actor-entertainer Tex Ritter, describing how a couple hijacked to Cuba a plane on which
he and 37 other passengers were flying from St. Louis
to Miami:
"It was very similar to my westerns, but there WEB
no posse."
ATLANTA - Dr. Robert A. Baratta of the Florida
Health Department, commenting on the rush by Americans to be vaccinated for the Hong Kong flu:
"As far as Hong Kong flu is concerned, people should
have gotten shots last month."
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Answers

By Thurman Sensing

Q - My wife and I support
our daughter who is
as senior in
1.31CUYiVi VKI Pig$10ENT
college. li she gets married before the end of this year will
we lose our exemption for her'
A - You will if she files 3
Joint return with her husband
Howe‘er, if she files a separ,ornmuatty feeling. They are fomThe Welfare Uemagogues
ate return or if she has no
enters of strife and promoters of
income and does not file jointly
Years of taxpayer generosity bitterness.
you may
with her husband
The good citizens of this counclaim an exemption for her if to the Indolent and dependent In
err if they simply ignore
she otherwise qualifies as your the nation's midst has produced try will
dependent. In that case, you, a degree of ingratitude and coo- the organizers of welfare recipnot her husband, get the ex- tempt towards people who are ients who try to create ill-will. It
emption.
working and paying taxes that In is necessary, for the well-being
Q - I've been taking depre- nil likelihood exists nowhere else of the nation, for responsible
citizens to condemn the radical
ciation on my dairy herd. How in the world.
do 1 deduct several cows that
A sample of this ingratitude organizers in the strongest terISRAEU COMMANDOS HIT BRIDGE IN JORDAN - Reportedly destroyed by a bomb set by an
froze to death last winter?
and contempt is the National Wel- ms and to use all legal means
Israeli commando unit, wreckage of a railway bridge is inspected by Jordanian officials
A - Claim a casualty loss fare Rights Organization's Dec- of checking their growth and
(Cobleehoto)
some 40 miles east of the southern tip of the Dead Sea.
for the undepreciated value of ember "spend-the-rent" campai- influence.
The welfare organizers must
this livestock less the value of gn. Under this plan, welfare tooany salvage. I/ your lose was ipients are urged to keep their be taught, first of all, that their
covered by insurance, you might rent money to spend on items not shabby arguments won't get them
450,056 73.21 Pageant to Pictures
Horse Cave
have a gain rather than a loss covered in their relief checks. anywhere. They must learn that
HOLLYWOOD (UPIi-Cor- •
487,244 74.11
Lebanon
to report depending on the aThis arrogant organization cl- there won't be any successful
3.277,374 73
74..77
92 inns Tsopei former "Mis
Lexington
mount of your insurance reim- aims 30,000 members in 70 cit- "National Get It" weeks. There
Greece" in the Miss Universe
361,712
London
bursement.
ies. Indications of the group's must be strict enforcement of Kentucky burley tobacco sales Louisville
206,058 73.80 pageant, will co-star with )
Check the Farmer's Tax arrogance was the proclamation rules and regulations governing Wednesday as reported by the
Richard Harris in "A Man
Mayfield
No Sale
Guide. Publication 225, for de- of Nov. 25-Dec. 2 as "National welfare.
Horse"
itate Department of Agricul- Maysville
1.365,504 74.44 Called
tails. A free copy may be ob- Get it Week." For Thanksgiving
If a welfare recipient spends ture:
74.17
470,602
Morehead
tained from your local IRS ofPounds Sold Avg. Mt. Sterling
Day, the group recommended de- his relief check in a deliberately Markets
470.802 73
%73
8
7
fice or from the County ExtensMinolta Added
provocative
and
irresponsbile
$73.70
Bloomfield
115,486
monstrations to say "no thanks,
Owensboro
ion Agent.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Cethat
no
discover
he
must
manner,
Bowling Green
350.280 73.22 Paducah
America." George Wiley, direct277,538
73.62
Q - I was audited and had
sare Danova has been added to
1.203,590 74 92 Paris
or of the organization, also said more money will be forthcoming. Carrollton
74.25
255,970
to pay more tax on my 1966
the cast of "Cher which stars
123,706 73 90 Richmond
Welfare Rights Organization me- Those who refuse to pay their Covington
678,404' 74.43 Omar Shari! in the title role.
return. I paid it and now I get
suffer
bills
the
loss
must
utility
Cynthiana
74.40
537.376
mbers would be urged to turndoRussellville
339,638 73.97
another bill for the same a689.988 74.75 Shelbyville
wn gifts of Christmas baskets of the utilities they enjoy. To Danville
1.087.008 74.54
mount. What should I do?
adopt
policy,
any other
to con- Franklin
340,002 73.93 Soringfield
561.800 74.04
A - Return the bill along and second-hand clothing and to- ciliate the welfare organizers,
Glasgow
783,718 74.06 Somerset
546,202 74.10
with a copy of your cancelled ys. He said that welfare recipien- would
be to launch an new era Greensburg
546.790 74.28 Winchester
540,584 74.23
check or money order. Fre- ts are demanding more moneys()
of ugliness and tragedy in Amer- harrodsburg
554.422 74.42 Total
17,919,038 7435
quently IRS receives payments that they can buy their own clothica.
cannot
Demagogues
be
perHenderson
No Sale
that cannot be identified and lag, food, furniture and Christmmitted to rule this nation.
Hearing Aid
Hopkinsville
443.676 73.41
this might have happened in as gifts.
About $4 million worth of
Among features of "National.
your case. Another possibility
Counselor
$10.000 bills were in circulation
is that your payment was re- Get It Week" was a proposal for
Will Be At The
in the United States during
ceived too late in our process- partial withholding of utility pay1967.
NATIONAL HOTEL
ing cycle to make the necessary ments and demands that large
• • •
Saturday, December 14
stores
department
extend
credit
adjustment in the billing noThe highest town on earth
IAS1X-TV
RSN1-1
9:00 am. to 11:00 a.m.
to welfare recipients. The word
tices.
Channel 8
Is Aucanquilcha. Chile. whichhannel 5
Channel 4
•
A good practice to follow "credit" is a euphemism for
Naup,
says
17,500
the
feet
is
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Mr. Johnson cordially
when paying a tax bill, is to giving away the store's merchantional Geographic
€
ill News; Will,.; Sots MIMI; AMT.' aoorts Maverick
invites every hearing
put your Social Security num- dise.
ugliest Girl in Town
AP
:A Osniei Boone
Blond,
aid user to consult
U. S. taxpayers surely are the
ber on the check or money orHawaii Fla-0
F Ivies Nun
Bewitched
Hewed Five-0
der and return the notice with most tolerant people in the worWith him in the care
MARK EVERY GRAVE
That 001
6
:
.
111Pa
s
‘
,
0
Jamas, to Unknown
your payment.
ld to put up with such arrogant
and cleaning of your
Unknown
Journey
to
Q - I inherited some pro- nonsense. No doubt, they are enthearing aid, regardless
Coda it, Billiards
perty last year. Do I have to irely too tolerant. Toleration,
Seorts News; INthr ; Seals
of make!

Southern States Industrial Council

The Murray I
play their first
.0
Anad
Tilehas
Nolay night an
Ls expected to t
Toon and his
Game time will
B-Team game e
game following

In their openi
semon at Fancy
era won 74-82.
of this year's t•
?freely 6' 1" w
a senior, stand
Allen Hudspeth,
Seniors playn
elude Gary Tay
Dana Gish and
buckle; nusiors
Bob Ward, Alber

Burley Sales

BELTONE

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

return?
A - No, this does not have
to be reported. However, if the
property is sold later for more
than its value when you inherited it then the gain has to be
reported.
Q - I just started working.
Do I have to file an estimated
tax return?
A - The tax withheld by
your employer will probably
satisfy most, if not all, of your
tax liability
However, you
should review your withholding situation next year when
you file your return for 1968.
At that time, you may find it
desirable to file an estimated
tax return for your 1969 income.
Q - I had to buy a car when
I took a jobeas a traveling saleaman. Can Udeduct the purchile
price as well as my operating
expenses'
A - No. However, a car used 'for business purposes may
be depreciated over its useful
life and you may deduct the
actual operating costs of your
car for the. year. This would
include depreciation, gas tad
oil, insurance, repairs and other
operating costs. If the car is
used for both personal a n d
business purposes, you must
apportion your expenses between business travel and personal travel.
Instead of deducting your
actual operating expenses, you
may deduct 10 cents for every
mile you used the car on your
job.s
itg,to 15,000 miles. If your

milar items are also deductible.
Q - I no longer have a maid
to help me with my housework
now that my children are all
away at school. What should I
do with the quarterly report on
household help I've been getting'
A -'f-you do not expect to
he paying any taxable wages
to household help in the future,
write "final return" on the bottom of the Form 942 received
,n the mail and send it back.
Your name will then be removed from the mailing list.
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ALMANAC
by United Press International
Today is Thursday. Dec. 12,
the 347th day of 1988 with 19
days to follow.
The moon is in its last quarter.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter
On this day in history:
In 1792, Ludwig Van Beethoven. then 22 paid 19 cents for
his first music lesson
In 1901. a wireless message
was sent across the Atlantic
Ocean for the first time.
In 1947, John I. Lewis withdrew his United Mine Workers
Union from the American Federation of Labor for the second
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In 1955, the Ford Foundation
gave $500 million to the nation's private hospitals. colleges
and medical schools It was the
largest single philanthropic act
in world history.
A thought for the day American
humorist
Henry
Wheeler Shaw said, "It is better to know nothing than to
know what ain't so"

Hearing Aid Service
Guthrie Bldg.
Paducah, Ky.
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HOLLYWOOD UPI I -Bridget O'Brien. daughter of actor
Edmond O'Brien. will make
her movie debut in "The Sterile
Cuckoo" .playing a young college girl.
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Daughter Debuts

Jerry Sheltor
Alexander, Pi
Dana Gish, B
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human feeling for the genuinely
needy. But the radicals who are
organizing welfare recipients disdain true charity, generosity

and good feeling. These organizers of protest are worse than
ungrateful; they are poisoners of

MURRAY HF

•
Hear 25% Better With
Beitone Than Any
Other Aid
Sponsored by

Since 1836
FRIDAY molt\ING

* SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.

GIVE HAPPINESS THIS
YEAR!!

194

SENSING THE NEWS

report this on my- income tax-like every other virtue, has Its
limits. If these limits ar e exceedMy head with oil thou didst not anoint; but this
ed, harm is done. No reasoneidswoman hath anointed my feet with ointment.
ts why hard-working, responsible
citizens, who carry the burdens of
-Luke 7:46.
community life, have to accept
Self giving is a part of the Gospel. Avoidance of insuch intellectual and moral rubbconveniences and discomfort is a betrayal of our faith.
1st' as the statements and proclamations of the National Wele•
fare Rights Organization. It is
high time for the organization to
be "told off."
LIED41112 a TLICIFS ?LLB
Welfare payments aren't a right. Indeed no citizen has the right
Mrs Ora Outland Hodges died this morning. She
to be supported by city,state or
was the widow of the late Elmus Hodges who died in
nation. On the contrary, the led1948
ividual
has a duty to help suppW Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools,
ort his government. Unfortunatreviewed the general school picture in the city system
ely, there are people in the Unitat the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
ed States today who believe the
Jackson and Cooper of Murray Douglas and Shroat
government owes them a living,
of Murray Training 'School are the leading scorers in
and a very good living at that.
basketball in district four.
They won't take any OD that is
Mrs. Grover James was elected president of the Altar
available, only a well-paid, comSociety of St Leo's Catholic Church at the meeting
fortable job that doesn't require
held at the home of Mrs Al Koertner
long hours or arduous work. If
they can't afford a nice apartment, they expect other citizens to put up the money for
federal Renticare so that they
can enjoy air-conditioning and
LIDGILA a T0 FILM
color television. If the community doesn't come across with
what they want, they threaten
Dr. Robert EL Hahs was elected president of the
to riot. Such riots have taken
Calloway County Medical Society at the meeting held
place in New York City, where
here Other officers are Dr. Ora K Mason, Dr. James
welfare recipients invaded welC. Hart., and Dr. A. D. Butterworth.
fare offices and turned over
Three hundred and fifty packages of rat poison
desks and filing cabinets.
have been delivered to farmers in Calloway County, acNowhere else in this world is
cording to the Calloway County Agent's office A rat
there so much private generosity
extermination campaign is underway here.
as in the United States. Every
In basketball Murray State beat Middle Tennessee
Christmas, scores of towns and
68 to 50
cities have private or church. Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr A D. Butterworth attendsponsored drives to raise money
ed the second annual mid-year session of the American mileage exceeds that, addition- to aid the poor. Civic groups and
al business miles may be de- firemen in many communities
Medical Association held in St. Louis, Mo.
ducted at 7 cents a mile. In collect toys and repair them as
addition, tolls, parking and
gifts. These stem from a warm,

Ten Years Ago Today
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MHS Tigers To Play First
Home Game Friday Night

& TIME!, —

Virden Leads Racers Over
Bradley In Close Game

SPORTS
— Gene McCutcheon. Sports Editor —

The Murray High Tigers will
Ploy their fir* home guar a2anst Tilghman of Paducah
Niday night and a large crowd
is expected to boost Coach Bob
Toon and his 1968-69 team.
Game time will be 6:35 for the
B-Team game with the Varsity
game following immediately.

iet by an
officials
dephoto)

(

e
UPI)—Corrmer "Mis
:iss Universe
)-star with
,n ''A Man

(UPI) —Ceeen added to
which stars
le title role.

)NE

Aid
lor

The
HOTEL
,mber 14
00 a.m.

len Hudspeth; sophomores include Steve Hale, David Alexander, Pat Jacks, Mitch Ward,
David Mortis, Charlie Gibbs,
Alan Weatherly, Ricky Jones,
Johnny William, Pat Ryan and
Dayton Lasater.

the strongest teams the Tigers
will meet. They believe the
game was lost because of floor

L'ville Tops
SMU; Eastern
Over M'shall

mistakes. The Tigers had 19
floor errors in the game. Their
Coach Toon is "well pleased free throws were not too good,
either.
In their opening game of the with the overall play in the two
Coach Toon saw Tilghman
session at Fancy Farm, the Tig- games already played." He Neal
play and reports the Tornado
the
team
has
lots
of
work
to
ers won 74-62. Average height
has a big team again. "They are
of this year's team is approxi- do on a few things but hopes
The eyes of Texas were on
to be at full strength by the good shooters and very scrappy,
Tritely 6' 1" with Lee Crites,
using the full court press to Louisville's Butch Beard Wedmiddle
of
the
year.
The
Tigers
a senior, standing 6' 5" and
nesday night as the Cardinals'
drew South Marshall in the
Allen Hudspeth, a junior 6' 1".
beat Hickman County," he said All-America candidate poured in
Christmas Tournament
Seniors playing varsity inSee the Tigers in their open- 35 points to give his team a 79clude Gary Taylor, Lee Crites,
In the second game on Tues- ing home game Friday night a- 73 victory over Southern MethDana Gish and William Horn day night, the Tigers lost 57- gainst
Tilgtunan. Admission odist at Dallas.
buckle; juniors are Pat Lamb, 54 to Trigg County at Cadiz. prices will be 50c student and
Big Mike Grosse used his 6Bob Ward. Albert Scott and Al- The coaches feet Trigg is one of 75e adult.
foot-9-height to score 21 points
and haul down 19 rebounds as
Louisville raced to its fourth
straight victory of the season.
Louisville led 38-35 at the
half and by as many as 13 points
In the second session before
coasting to the 79-73 win over
the Mustangs.
At Richmond Wednesday night
Eastern flew the OVC tanner high
as it held off Marshall of the MidAmerica Conference for a 100-95
decision. It was the Colonels'
third win without a loss and
atoned for Marshall's upset of
the OVC Morehead earlier this
week.
Eastern placed five players
In double figures, led by Willie
Woods' 32 points. Jim Davidson
paced Marshall with 23 points.
Claude virden (30) shoots a jump shot in last night's
Elsewhere Wednesday night,
action as teammate Ron Johnson (40) and Bradley
Thomas More swamped Ohio Doplayers
Cal Criddle (41) and L. C. Bowen (42) look
minion 105-79 and Union demolon
Photo by Tubbs Studio
ished Berea 65-49.
On tonight's Kentucky college
card, Western Kentucky places
its perfect 4-0 record and national 15th ranking on the line
when it meets Toledo in part of
MURRAY HIGH'S BASKETBALL SQUAD '68-'69 includes, from left, Asst. Ooach
a doubleheader at Madison SeJerry Shelton, Mitch Ward, Charlie Gibbs, Johnny Williams, Steve Hale, David
guar e Garden.
Alexander, Pat Lamb and Coach Bob Toon Row two, from left, Allen Hudspeth,
Defending NCAA College DiviDana Gish, Bob Ward, Lee Crites, Pat Jacks, Gary Taylor and David Morris Row
sion champion Kentucky Wesleythree, from left, Porter McCuiston, Albert Scott, Pat Ryan, Alan Weatherly, Ricky
an seeks to extend its 24-game NEW YORK UPI - Red Schoen- Press Inter national.
While the Mexico City OlymJones, Dayton Lasater and William Horn buckle.
winning string over two seasons dienst had his share of thrills as
tonight when it visits Southeast- a player - the amazing comeback pics and pro football cut into
from a bout with tuberculosis and baseball's share of the sports
ern Missouri.
In the only other action, Ken- the 14th inning homer that gave headlines, Schoendiest valiently
tucky State travels to Calvary the National League a 4-3 vic- tried for back-to-back world chaand Cumberland entertains Rio tory in the 1950 All-Star game. mpionships. Detroit denied him
Schoendienst's tenacity andab- the satisfaction gained when SchGrande of Ohio.
ility carried over to the mana- oendy beat Boston in the series
ger's side of baseball as he the previous year. But it was the
masterminded the St. Louis Car- effort leading up to the pennant
NEW YORK run — Dickie
dinals to consecutive National that sports writers recognized
Maegle, Johnny Vaught, Elroy
League pennants in 1967-68. His as Schoendienst drew 13 of the
"Crazy Legs" Hirsch and Chuck
second
flag earned Schoendienst 23 votes cast. Gil Hodges, who
Bed narik are among the 56
the National League Manager of lifted the New York Mets into
finalists for one of eight places
to be granted in the National
the Year honors today by United ninth place collected three votes.
Dave Bristol was named on the
Football Hall of Fame in 1969.
same number of ballots for brinHarvey Harman, executive diging Cincinnati a fourth-place
rector of the Hall of Fame, disThe Murray State University
finish for the second straight
closed the names Wednesday in National Championship Rifle
year.
an elimination from an original team won the tenth Annual
list of 131 nominees forwarded Kansas State University InviAlmo and Hardin played 2 Luman Harris of Atlanta had
by members of 101 Hall of tational Rifle tournament in games at Almo Tuesday night two votes and one each went to
Fame chapters across the na- Manhattan Kans, December 6-8. with Almo winning the "B' Leo Durocher of Chicago and
tion. Each chapter ncminated Murray State winning score of team game 34 to 23 and Hardin 'Herman Franks of San Francisplayers who performed or now 2264 tied the National Rifle As- coming out on top in the "A" co.
live in its area.
Schoendienst's manipulation of
sociation's civilian record for team game 36 to 29.
High scorers in the game were a strong bench was the vital facOne-Half
International
the
Achievement in the field is Course. West Virginia Univer- Shelton of Almo and Readen tor in the Cardinals winning the
of prime consideration, but the sity sat the record in the Kan- and Letterman of Hardin, all pennant by nine games. Bob Gibcandidate's contribution as a sas State tournament in 1965. with 9 points.
son, of course, was his seasonAlmo's last regular season long fixture with a final 1.12 earcitizen after leaving football al- Murray State also wen the ROTC
so is considered.
competition over eleven other game will be with Faxon at ned run average and a league
Maegle is the former Rice teams with 2195 points of a Faxon next Tuesday.
leading 268 strikeouts.
Almo (29) — Ross 5, Shelton
halfback who was tacked by a possible 2400.
2,
Cleplayer coining off the bench
The Kansas State University 9, Mohler 2, Burkeen
during a Cotton Bowl game; Invitational is the largest Na- aver 4, Soott 1, Rowland 6.
Hardin (36) — Redden 9,
Vaught now is head football tional Rifle association collegKENTUCKY COLLEGE
coach at Mississippi; Hirsch iate registered tournament in Miller 7, Morton 3, Garland 4,
BASKETBALL RESULTS
starred at Wisconsin, Michigan the nation and is the only ma- Boggeas 2, Letterman 9, ftoake By United Press International
and the National Football Leag- jor tournament that Murray has 2
Louisville 79 Sail' 73
ue's Los Angeles Rams; and entered and not won in recent
Eastern 100 Marshall 95
Bednarik was a lineman for years Murray finished second
Murray 66 Bradley 63
Murray, Kentuelky
208 East Main Street
Pennsylvania and for the Phil- to West Virginia in 1966 and
Thomas More 105 Ohio Dom, 79
adelphia Eagles.
third behind the University of
Union 65 Berea 49
Alaska and Montana State University in 1967. In this year's
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
MDBILE, Ala. VD — Senior
tournament twenty-six colleges
BASKETBALL RESULTS
I officiala have announced By United Press International
and universities entered fiftyfour of the nation's top teams Allie Sherman of the New York Maytown 67 McDowell 66
in three categories of competi- Giants will coach the North St. Charles 62 St. Catherine 52
tion—varsity, womens, and RO team and Charlie Winner of the
Hazard Invitational
TC. Murray entered two four St. Louis Cardinals the South in Lee Co. 78 Dike Combs 62
man varsity teams and one the game here Jan. 11.
Mid-Stite Conf. Tourney
Sherman and Winner have Bourbon Co. 60 Harrison Co. 57
ROTC team.
East 'Tennessee State Univer- previously coached as assistants Bryan Sta 74 Franklin Co. 57
sity, the only team to outshoot in the game.
Winner has been head coach
Murray in competition this year,
COLLEGE
finished second with a score of of the Cardinals for the past
BASKETBALL RESULTS
going
to
Prior
to
three
years.
2256. Murray will meet East
By United Press International
Tennessee, in Murray, on Jan- St. Louis he was with the BalEast
uary 25 in an Ohio Valley Leag- timore Colts as an assistant for Penn 58 Delaware 39
ue Match.
two years.
Fordhacn 77 Syracuse 62
Winner of three Eastern Div- Duquesne 72 Catholic U. 48
All-American Bob Arledge led
the Murray Shooters with a ision titles, Sherman has been LaSstle 96 Miami, Fla. 71
score of 570 of a possible 600. with the Giants since 1961.
Yale 63 Brown 59
Other individual first team varNiagara 89 Cornea 63
sity scores were Roger Estes,
Muhlnbrg 101 Swathinore 76
566; Ernie Vande Zande, 565; DARK MIRAGE TO COAST
W. Cheater St. 69 Shppnsbrg 68
ARCAIMA,
Calif.
TIPS
—
Dark
and Rhonda Rothrock 563. Estes
Brdgprt 66 Cntrl Conn. 63
and Vande Zande are also All- Mirage, voted the best 3-year Rochester 76 Alfred 55
old horse by the Morning TeleAmericans.
South
Leading the winning ROTC graph and the Daily Racing Princeton 72 Mch, 63
team was Bill Beard with 563. Form, arrived Wednesday at Virginia 81 Duke 75
Other individual ROTC team Santa Anita race track.
Tulane 108 Texas 95
scores are Roger Buck, 551; The Lloyd Miller owned fitly Richmond 80 W. Va. 79
Bob Gustin, 551; and James is being aimed toward the Feb. No. Tex. St. 78 Centenary 73
1 Charles H. Strut) Stakes and Citadel 87 Stetson 14
Soderstrom 530.
The Murray Rifle team will the March 1 Santa Magarita E. Caroln 77 WIlm & Mary 66
travel to Annapolis to compete Stakes, both carrying $100,000 Aldn-Brdus 96 W. Va. Wslyn 75
with the United States Naval purses.
Murray St. 66 Bradley 63
Academy on December 14.
Fisk 84 Tuskegee 82
RUDOLPH ON HIJACK PLANE
'•
Midwest
MIAMI rOrt — Professional Notre Dame 57 Wis. 56
golfer
aMason Rudolph was
Dayton 85 Miami 68 No. Dak 62
Offense Record
NEW YORK (UPI) —Virgil mong 39 persons aboard a Trans Ill. Coll 74 W. III, 67
Carter of Brigham Young Uni- World Airlines flight that was Marquette 103 Valmso 66
versity holds the NCAA record hijacked and diverted to Cuba Concrclia, Ill 83 Lewis 81
for total offense, accounting Weldnesday.
Southwest
for 6,354 yards while playing
Rudolph won $36,000 on the Louisville 79 SMIJ 73
at the Utah school during the laefessional Golfers' Associa- Okla. St. 91 Calif. St. 54
1964-65-66 football seasons.
tion tour last season
New Mex. St 78 Ariz. 72

Schoendienst Gets UPI
Manager Of The Year
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Eight Places Will Be
Granted In National
Grid Hall of Fame
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MSU RIFLE SQUAD
WINS KANSAS MEET
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Hardin Wins Over
Almo 36 To 29

SANTA SPECIAL!
$30 off on 4emingto4

•
MURRAY SUPPLY CO.

Coaches For Senior'
Bowl Announced

REECE'S

CHRISTMAS TIME
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Thank You For Making Our
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GRAND OPENING A SUCCESS
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Here Is Our Christmas Gift To You

3
t

k
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-31
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FREE

TO THE LUCKY WINNERS

Hart Schaffner & Man
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By MICHAEL A. HOLTON
The Murray State Racers edged Bradley. their most formidable oponent of the seraiion thus
far by the score of 66 to 63. The
exciting game led Murray into
their first in the series of 7
seasons with the Braves. Bradley won the National Invitational Tournament last year and
is one of the tougher teams of
the Missouri Valley Conference. Both teams stood 4 and 0
going into the ball game last
night.
The Racers hung to their
lead until 6:12 left in the game,
when the Bradley Braves, with
some key plays made the score
54 to 52. Frank Streety making
successive fouls with 1:50 left
on the clock, almost cost the
Racers their well deserved victory. But with 12 seconds to go
and the Racers with a three
point lead, Frank Sylvester
fouled Streety. Streety with his
unusual free throw shot, cinched the game by making both of
his throws.

The Racers using the unex
shuffle zone played sensational defense, taking full advantage to upset the Bravea
weary offensive movement.
Bradley with 40% edged Murray State's 38% from the field
but the Racers hit 78% at the
free stripe beating the Braves
71%.
The big man again for the
game was Claude Virden with
23 points, followed by Hector
Blondett with 22 points. The
high men for the Bradley Braves of Peoria, Illinois, were Dave
Lundstrom and L. C. Bowen
with 20 points respectively.
The leading rebounder for
the game was Claude Virden
with 17 rebounds and followed
by Ron Johnson with 15.
The accuracy of Murray
State's shooting from the field
wasn't up to par last night.
but their determination to win
was. Murray State goes on the
road December 14 to play Canisius College at Buffalo.

ported

CHRISTMAS

Wonderful

Gifts

As colorful as fall...
ARROW "Country Living'
Turtleneck Orlon*Klik8
ARROW's classic turtleneck
sport knit of 100% Orlon
acrylic comes in tangy new
country tones for fall.
Wear it alone, under a sport
jacket or sweater...
it's handsome,
comfortable, durable
Machine washable,
no ironing required
DuPont R.T M
Fran Arms%

S500

die#ite shirt company

The "COLOR PAC" for
Town U Country living
in ARROW
Decton Pernsa-lron
See our wide collection soon. Dres,
shirts in colorful glen plaids for
the country. Dress shirts in today's new fashion colors for the
city. Long point button-down
collars for that casually correct
roll. Luxurious fabric of 65%
Dacron• polyester, 35% cotton."Sanforized Plus-2- labeled
for perfect fit
'DuPont R T /4

P"6e12
;IRRO

Decton
Perma-Iron
The no-iron shirt
that doesn't mean maybe!
In this season's
new Tattersall Cheeks
Check and double check our
complete collection of these
handsome shirts. You re
sure to find your favorite colors.
The "Sanforized-Plus-2" fatvic
of 65% Docron• polyester,
35% cotton is completely
machine washable,.,
$750
tumble dries to perfect. -•
wash after wash.
•DuPont R T.M.

rnalremeuria.--Imommigiak,s
—ARROW-:
DECTON OXFORD
PERMA-IRON

(

The perfect hutton-down The collar
is just the right length for that
perfect roll And it's permanently
ironed to last the life of the shirt
"Sanforized-Plus-2" 65% Dacron"
polyester, 35% cotton.

115 °
Value

SPORT ENSEMBLE

— also —

Hart Schaffner & Marl

SUIT

A Value of

135
Nothing To Buy - Come In & Register
Drawing Dee. 24th - 5 pm - Don't Have To Be Present

REECE'S

The STAG SHOP

and
519 510 West Man - Murray, Kentucky

REECE'S

510 W. Main

Murray, KY.

110.
1 1.1111111111111111=1111

GOL D Gift

Wrapping

FREE

-JUST RECEIVEDC. P.O. JACKETS

„
good as,t of col ors
..
91:/at

—

•
•••••r

•
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&
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we.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

••••••• e ••••=m•

Daughter Of The Former Jane Seay
Is Wed In Neu,Jersey Ceremony

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Thursday, December 12
The Brotherhood and Woman's Missionary Society of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper and mis
sion study at the church at &nil
p.m.
•••
The South Murray Homemakers Club will meet at 11:30 a.m '
at the home of Mrs. W. A. Morris, Martins Chapel Road.
•• •

The New Hope Homemakers
Club will meet at the Community Center on Ellis Drive
at 10:30 a.m. A potluck luncheon will be served.

PAGE PTV]

Service Class Of
Christian Church
Prepares Baskets

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4047

Mrs. J. B. Wilson, seer, chairman of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club, and Mrs. Guy BillIngton, chairman of the party committee, •re standing behind the table of prizes donata41 for the annual card party
held In the club house December 6. This money-making
event is sponsored to aid In financial support of fts• Protects of th• year,

Cove,

Filling
Christmas
baskets
with goodies for the shut-ins of
the church and eating a covered dish dinner occupied the
time of the members of the
Service Circle Class of the First
Christian Church Friday evening in the home of a memberteacher, Mrs. W. Z. Carter.
Arriving at 8:30 the guests
were seated at tables, one in
the living room and the other
in the dining room. The white
linen table covers were . handmade and imported. Christmas
decorations enhanced the colonial home. Hand-made nylon
net and cotton cloth gifts marked each place, these being made
by class president, Mrs. L. M.
Overbey. Prayer was said . by
member-teacher Mrs. George
Hart.

By CLAY

4

Loaded Widow Toys
with Trump Card
$

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am a widow, age 68 I have a pen pal.
Oliver, who lives in another country He is about my age, or a
little younger_ We have met several times and have found each
other compatible in every way I am very well fixed
financially, but Oliver doesn't know how well. All he knows is
that I own my own home, do not have to work, and can travel
as much as I wish
Oliver is an educated man, but considers himself "poor"
and inferior because he doesn't earn a lot of money. His
financial ,
status doesn't matter to me All I want is a loving
man, and he is certainly that.
Oliver says he's not interested in marriage. He wants to
remain just friends I would like marriage. Should I tell him
how well off I am financially! I don't want to buy his love
Please advise.
NO NAME, PLS.

In the program meeting, Mrs.
Carter read a letter from a
Jordanian who had written his
thanks for a suit of clothes
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian B. given him in the refugee camp,
The annual card party was Cloys. Jr., of Murray Route One, the clothes being donated by
Elm
The
Baptist
Grove
Woman's missionary spmsored by the Garden De- are the parents of a son. An Mrs. Carter following Mr. CarChurch
weighing
B.,
seven ter's death, in a United Church
Society will meet at the church' Partment of the Murray Wo- thony
at 1:30 p.m. to prepare Chrlee. man's Club Friday afternoon in pounds seven ounces, born No- Women's clothing drive. The
man had found Mr. Carter's
ma; baskets for the sJauti118.1 the clubhouse assembly nom, %ember 2.
I beginning at 1:30.
The grandparents are Mr business card in the pocket and
Visitation will follow.
• ••
•
Seventeen tables were play- -and Mrs. A. D. Cloys, Sr., and addressed his letter of thanks
Grove 138 of the WOW will ed and a prize awarded to high Mrs. Virgie Dick of Murray to Mr. Carter,
Mrs. R. L Wade gave "The
DEAR NO NAME: Why tell him how well-fixed you are
have its dinner meeting at the scorer at each table, and one Route One.
Christmas Story" from the New
•••
financially? It might tip the scales in your favor, which %amid
Woman's Club House at 8:30 over-all high score. Prizes and
be more or less "buying" his love. And you say you don't
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dunn, Testament. Members filled 12
p.m. Officers will be installed, refreshments were provided by
• ••
, the club members. Mrs. J. B. 1710 Olive Street, announce the baskets with goodies to be dewant that. lOr do you!!
Wilson is chairman of the de- birth of a daughter. Cynthia livered to the shut-ins of the
The Hazel Woman's Club
weighing eight pounds church, and packed a package
have its Christmas banquetwil
at, partment.
DEAR ABBY I would like your opinion of an incident A
,
The party was held anaidsttijrin.
Si ounce, born at 4:58 p.m. on to send to a student in college
the Southside Re.staurant.
who hos not spoken to me in nearly 2 years recently sent
sister
in
states,
the
and
• ••
whose
par1 the Christmas decorations of Saturday, December 7, at the
me a cops: of an insurance policy she took out before she took
The Dorothy Group of •..1 the club room A tea table. coy. Murray-Calloway County Hos- ents are Mr. and Mrs Clayton
Weeks, missionaries in Africa.
an airplane trip. naming ME as the beneficiary
liinneanhaenlo
ital.
dth
First Baptist Church WILS en
embthe
roinde
Others
present
were
MesdaDo you think she is trying to tell me something?
Grandparents
are
meet at the home of Mrs. Neil and
and
Mr.
o
red
verllac
aid
eP
MRS. RONALD V. MULLIKEN
with a red felt-bead decorated rtirs. Prentice Dunn and Mrs. mes Tommy Lavender, R. I).
SURPRISED
Brown at 9:30 am.
•••
circular cover held the dessert Bessie Collins. Mrs. Minnie Langston, Ralph Woods, Helen
DEAR SURPRISED: Yes She still lacks the courage to
Miss s ictoria Jane Furrillo, Millen
The Zeta Department of the of cake and coffee, served as Whitney is a great grandmoth- Bennett, J. C. McDougal, Clyde
R. oill, Preistonburg,
start talking to you, but in the event of her death, she would
Neptune, New Jersey, daughter
Jones, Otry Paschall, Ed Diuer.
Kennet*. She wore a satinprim Murray Woman's Club will the guests arrived.
of Mrs. Victor C. Furctllo (the
like her money to talk for her. In other words, she's not as mad
Later in the afternoon, Christ- The new father is a teacher guid, A. B. Austin, Ernest Baihave its Christmas open house
former Jane Sego of Mayfield cess gown embellished with apat you as she used to be.
mas
red punch was served b/lat 'Calloway
County
at
the
home
High ley, Pauline Speegle, B. J. Hoffof
Mrs.
pliques
W. C. Elkof Chantilly lace. Her veil
and Murray) and the late Mr.
man, Lassie Pickard, and R.
'School.
Furcillo, was married at 3:00 of Eriglisti silk illusion was held ins at 7.30 p.m.
H. Robbins.
• ••
dolph
the h l-cIP
Thut2P
rmln, MJe.sda
W1.11eY
souRu
ng
:
DEAR ABBY. I am shook. I just encountered something so
Fridaa, November 29,1968, by a cloche ce crystals and pearls.
The Westside Homemakers! H. E. Christman, Robert Hento Ronald V Mulliken, also of She carried a crescent shaped
.
incredible I can neither grasp nor believe it.
bouquet
of
orchids
and
stephanNeptune. The bridegroom is She
Club will meet at the home of don. and Guy Billington, chairI drive my neighbor lady to the dentist because she gets so
son of Jahn Mulliken, Nunn% otis.
Mrs. Jewel McCallon at 10:30 man.
Attenchmts
were
Miss
panicky she can't drive herself there or back.
Jo
Anne
and Mrs. Betty Lao Deatortha,
wore
m
High
a.m
for
a
Charlesbri
potluck
luncheon.
eprcizaieswean
dw s
Furcillo and Mrs. Danny Lee,
Today I took her for some extractions. She was cool as a
Fox, Oklahoma.
Beta
dollar gifts will be ea-i won by
The Reverend Thomas O'Con- both of Vivito:nesse, Ocean Townrucurnber on the way there, and she sat like a lump on the way
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
I
with a total of 4940. Miss M
ship.
Jam
Mutinies,
Jr.
served
4
ner officiated at the doublering
(
Christmas party Mon.
• ••
back after having three teeth pulled! We stopped for tea on the
20, held its
Speech students of William
ceremonev at Our L.ada Star of his brother as best man. Ushers
place
D"
its
evening
reof
in
day
embor 13
way home.
. 180 was high in Canasta
Friday,
the Sea Roman Catholic Churcbri were Stanley Parrett, Bradley
Bonham of Murray State UniBeach, and Michael Mecca, PuI asked her what she took, and she said, "Nothing." Then
The Fidelis Sunday School, Other prize winners were gular meeting. The party was versity presented the program
Lou Branch, New Jersey.
ente,
New Jersey.
Class of the Pinot Baptist - Mesdames Louise Jellison. On held at the home of Mrs. John at the December meeting of
The bride was escorted by 4.1
she explained that according to KARMA, she must have
A reception was held at the BarWilliam Grogan. Hires on Guthrie Drive.
injured someone in the mouth in a previous life, and now she is
Group H of the Christian Woclay, Belmar, Sew Jersey. The Church will have a Christmas rY Paschall,
Mrs Gerry Requarth led sev"paying her debt"
men's Fellowship of the First
couple left for a weckling trip to potluck dinner at the home ot Noel Melugin, G. B. Scott, Tar
theme
read
games
and
eral
Norman, Oklahoma, where the Mrs. E. C. Jones at noon. Mrs Hopson, Freed Cotham, 4.1be
Christian ,Church held at the
PhY have you ever heard anything like it? I just can't get
I
pers from the students of her
bridegroom is a student at the Maxwell Sledd will be tho Tracy. Beale Outland,
yd
home of dldrs A Carman am
egiet-tt. Bdt-lt this kind rat philosophy eien turn a hysterical
speaker
Mrs.
University
lOosie
:
of
a
N
natcR
Adams
Oklahocria.
o
he
y
s
a
in
e
yH
B
uu
gibte
es
r,w
ughtetis fc)tul
'h grille- Cliss. Hamilton %venue.
Mr and Mrs Gene Hogwood
**man into one who is calmly "paying her debt," there must
wrote their personal views
The bride was graduated from the class teacher.
Sparkman,
Butterworth, Each
and son, Steve. of Atlanta. Ga., I
Miss Jerry Pritchett of Earlbe something to it.
Christmas
Means
To
"What
on
•••
Neptune High School, attended
K
Kenneth
Jackson. Harold Mcingt m, recently elected Miss
recently spent several days l Murray
I called her dentist to be sure he didn't give her something
Me".
(Kentucky) University 'The Hannah Circle of the Reynolds.
with their uncle and aunt, Mr., and Morunouth College,
Murray
State,
gave
a lovely
Gifts were exchanged among
Man
and he said he didn't. IHe thought I was crazy for sure. I Can
Se.
and Mrs. E. M. Stokes, South seeeth, New Jersey. She was gre- WSCS of the First United Mcreading
of
"Christmas Memorall of the secret sisters.
there be something to this? FLOORED BUT INTERESTED
13th Street.
ies of the Past", and Miss Lynn
ed from Morunouth Medical thodist Church will meet at the
Mrs. Hine served cookies,
social
hall
at
830
pan.
Christmas
School
Ceder
Williams
of
of
Cairo,
Nursing
Ill.,
gave
and
was
a
DEAR FLOORED- "Karma" is, briefly, a "religion" or a
..•
candy, Christmas cake, and
ainpleeed in the psychiatric uirdt
beautiful reading on "Mother"
way
of life, based on the philosophy that whatever happens is
beautipunch,
fruit
a
from
all
The
Synthetic Rubber
North
Murray
there. The bridegroom is also a
Homemaspeaking of Jesus' mother.
fully decoratpd table.
'destiny." And one who is able to accept his "fate" with calm
TULSA. Oxla. I UPI —Petro- graduate of Neptune High School. kers Club will have a potluck Holiday Tuesday
Willi:SW Bonham, speech inThose prdent were MesdaAmass those attending from asit luncheon at the home of Mrs.
resignation can endure almost anything.
leum-based synthetics currentThe Cumberland Presbyterian mes Isaac Adams, Willard Ails, structor, closed the program
ly supply approidmately 75 per of town were Mrs. Sunshine Seay B. J. Hoffman at 11 a.m. Gift?
with
one of Peter Marshall's
Women of the North Pleasant Larry Contri, John Emerson,
cent,of the United States' rub- and Miss Mary Sue Seay, May- will be exchanged.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WEIGHT WATCHER": Good! Built
Grove Church held its Christ- John Fritz, Wallace Ford, Fred sermon, "Let's Keep Christ•••
ber needs, according to the field, Kentucky, grandmother and
won't help unless you also become a "MOUTH-WATCHER."
mas party and luncheon at the Gardner. Bennie George, Robert mas".
American Petro:eum Institute aunt of the bride.
The Winsome Sunday School Holiday Inn on Tuesday,
The vice-chairman, Mrs R. L.
De- Gaodridge, John Hine, John MiClass of the Memorial Baptist cember 10, at noon.
Wade. conducted a short busEverybody has a problem. What's years? For a personal
Overby,
Gerry
Larry
Relcik,
Cnurch will have a dinner at
Four poinsettias were used quarth, Stephen Ross, Ray Sims, iness session.
reply write to Abby, Box 070141, Los Angeles, Cal.. MOM and
the Southside Restaurant at 6:30 as decorations for the tables
Delicious refreshments
of
esclose a stamped. self-addressed euvelope.
David Stafford, Kenny Thomas
which were later distributed to and John Thresher, and Silas boiled custard and jam cake
•• •
were served by Mrs. Carman.
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET, "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
s utins of the church.
Suzanne McDougal.
Saturday, December 14
Mrs. Kathryn Kyle installed
WEDDING," SEND SIAM TO ABBY, BOX 1e7111. LOS
All meetings between now Mrs. Marvin Fulton was cohosThe Dames Club of Murray the officers reelected
for 1969 and the first of the year have tess but unable to attend due
ANGELES, CAL., Mee.
State University will have a who are as follows:
been cancelled and the next to the illness of her husband.
rummage sale at the American
•••
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd. pre. meeting will be held January
Legion Hall from nine a.m. to
Iident: Mrs. Johnny Hina, vice- 3 at the Community Center on
BUENOS AIRES (OJPI)—The
2:30 p.m. and a bake sale in president;
dolph and Mrs. Ruth Giles.
Mrs. Edwin Cain,
is Drive
Argentines, noted beef lovers,
front of Balk', from nine a m. , secretary-treasurer;
Those present were Mesda•
•
•
Mrs- Tho•
have been growing steadily
to 12 noon.
mes 011ie Brown, Henry Haimas
Jones.
missionary
educatfonder of consuming fowl. But
• ••
gis, Davy Hopkins, Eunice Milion: Mrs. Merritt Lawson, dew- Byproduct
beef remains No 1.
The Young people of the First . ardship. Mrs.
The second reunion of the ler, Vester Orr, Ivan Rudolph,
LIMA. Peru (UPI—The NaPaul Cunningham,
government
The
reports
that
Baptist Church will have their membership and publicity.
tional meat packing plant has In spite of an explosion in "FriendlO, Neighbors Club of B. J. Stagner, and Owen West.
annual Christmas party at the : Following
the
installation announced plans to sell the chicken buying since 1963. the 1940" was held at the home of Mrs. Ruth Giles was unable to
Youth Center at 7:30 p.m.
!prayer was led by Mrs. Boyd, .blood of the cattle it slaugh- avetage consumption annually Mrs. Eunice Miller, 304 South attend.
• ••
• ••
, who also gave the devotion ters. A new machine from Den- stands at 9.9 pounds. This is 12th Street, on Monday, DecemThe New Providence Saddle reading a
Christmas thought mark will convert the blood only a drop compared with the ber 9.
a
Club will have -a dinner meetteed designed primarily national average consumption
The women voted to send Into
Mrs. Miller was assisted in
ing at the Bull Durham Rest- fifty dollars
for birds. The plant will pro- of beef per inhabitant, which the hostesses' duties by Mrs. Dutch Shipping
1
for_ oAdvance in
'THE HAGUE- -(11/51)
airant -at six p.m.
, Missions", one of the projects duce 1.040 tons of the feed each is a whopping 171 pounds, or a Davy Hopkins Christmas decor•••
month
half pound per day.
, for the year, and also to send
ations were used in the dining ternational ship movements in
Dutch ports are steadily inThe
Wear-Helm
Sunday 'gifts to the 12 year old girl at
room.
creasing Latest figures show
School Class of the First Chris- Outwood Hospital who
At noon a bountiful potluck
has been
that in the first three quarters
tian Church will have its sponsored by the
luncheon was served Thanks of 1987, the
women this
total was 128.8
Christmas dinner and gift ea- yeoh
were offered by Mrs. Vaster million tons, compared with
change
at
noon
at
the
fornier
Moore,
South
MIRN
Triangle
Nancy
22.
a
,
Gifts were exchanged and
! WEDDING 'BELLE
Orr.
121 8 and 115.3 million tons,
Carolina." and 66-year-old Sen. J Strom Thurmond, R.S.C.,
A memory game was played respectively, in the correInn Secret pals will be reveal- ,sunshine friends revealed. A
are 'shown in Greenville. S.C., after announcement they will
rs
in the afternoon and the group sponding periods of 1966 and
ed. Those- who do not have surprise personal
shower was
wed during the Christmas holidays. She is hie secretary.
reported a good time
secret pals are asked to bring held in honor of Mrs. Kyle.
1965 The world's busiest harMembers present were MesThe hostesses for the 1969 bor, Rotterdam, is handling
it gift to exchange.
•••
Idames Delia Graham, Edwin
reunion will be Mrs Ivan Rio the bulk.
1 Cain, Johnny Hina, Nix CrawMonday, December 16
The Phebian Sunday School ford, Margaret Nell Boyd, ThoClass of the First Baptist mas Jones. Merritt Lawson, and
Church will have a dinner Paul
Cunningham.
Visitors
meeting at the Holiday Inn at were Mesdames Christine Sher8:30 p.m. Husbands win b e man, Bobby Nix Crawford,
Herold Swift. J. D. Robinson, and
guests.
•••
Kathryn Kyle. with the latter
The Women of St. John's three becoming new members.
The January 14th meeting
, Episcopal Church will meet at
Located in SouthsIde Shopping Center
the_ home of Mrs. Michael Stec- will be held with Mrs. Kyle.
•••
• zak, 807 Meadowlane, at 7:30
. p.m.
Take It Easy
• ••
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI)—Because they harvest too fast,
Will Be
.Sanitary Paper
soybean farmers are throwing
NEENAH. Wis. (UPI(
and also on
!Americans will throw away 3.5 away bushels of money a year.
says
Cargill,
Inc
,
a
major
million tons of sanitary tissue
Starting Friday, December 13, and
paper this year--or about 34 processor of soybeans and other oilseeds
:pounds per person.
Each Weekday until Christmas
The company says there are
for your
, Most of this paper will be in
Close Saturdays at Five p.m.
form of bathroom tissue, almost a half million soybeans
the
Featuring
.
towels, facial tissues, table nap- __or some two-and-a-half to
KORET of CALIFORNIA - TAME SPORTSWEAR
kins and feminine hygiene three bushels--left unharvestL'AIOLON - DEMAksCI - STACY AMES DRESSES
items, according to Kimberly- ed per acre each year With
Clark, Corporation, producer of support prices at $2 50 a bush; MISS ELAINE LINOERTv oaSC)013
papor products. Consumption el that's nearly $750 per acre
and HOE
of all kinds of paper and paper- farmers are leaving on the
board this year is expected to eround at harvest time You
Located Across from Administration Building
reach 53 7 million tons -- or don't really waste time slowing
Inez Jones. owner
down your harvester, either,
CHICAGO'S Michigan Avenue ushers in Christmas season.
about 533 pounds per person
the company says

•• •

Annual Card Party
Held By Garden '
Department

Airs. John Hina Is
Hostess For Meet Speech Students
Sigma Phi
Give Program At
cOhnaengeddo,u
Group II Meeting
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Friendly Neighbors
Club 01:1910 Has
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The Shoe Tree

Open
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Will Be Open Until 8 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday Nights
Monday, December 23,
Christmas Shopping

-See Us For All Your
Shoe Needs.
'

•

•
9

•

•

J
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Governmental Complex
Will Replace Big Slum

1114

roys
lrcl
$
a pen pal.
ny age, or a
)found each
well fixed
he knows is
d can travel

By CLAY F. RICHARDS.
ALBANY, N.Y IUP1) —The
visitor to New York's capital
city in 1070 will gaze on the
architectural paradox of an
18th century French chateau
built next to a modern stainless steel 44-story skyscraper.
The chateau is the State
Capitol, and the skyscraper
across the street, the tallest In
the state outside Manhattan, is
the central building of the
city's vast Mall complex now
under construction.
"The Mall" as it is called by
Albany residents, will be one
of the largest state government complexes in the country
In 1962 the 98.5-acre site in
the center of the city was a
massive slum. On one side
stood the State Capitol. and

across the slum was the Execiitive Mansion.

iself "poor" I
money His
is a loving
Hie wants to
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she would
not as mad
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as cool as a
p on the way 4
Dr tea on the

:hing." Then
must have
d now she is

and lawns. Dotted around the
edge of the park will be the
main government buildings for
state agencies.
The main building will be
the 636-foot glimmering tower
In a rare mood of coopera- which will provide 572,000
tion the Democratic controlled square feet of office space for
city and the Republican run the State. Across the park will
state got together in the big be four identical 23-story ofurban renewal effort.
fice buildings on the western
rim of the platform.
7.000 Relocated
Just under the main buildSoon, 7,000 persons were relocated, more than 1,000 an- ing is a bowl shaped audicient, crumbling structures torium building with a 900-seat
were torn down and a giant theater and conference and ex"bomb crater" was dug in the hibit rooms. A spacious hall below accommodates 2,800 peocity's heart
Today, springing from that ple for meetings and 1,500 peocrater are the first few floors ple for banquets, Sloping down
of what in the next decade will the hill from the main conbe the state government com- course toward the Hudson Rivplex, a cultural center, muse- er is a yet to be planned low
ums, libraries, parking garages cost housing project.
and low coat housing
Five floors of the main concourse area will be under- Drawback
SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI
ground, and will contain of- Chile's foreign exchange situafices and parking garages. This tion 13 aggravated by the need
area will be topped by a park to import about $150 million
with reflecting pools, fountains worth of foodstuffs each year.
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• Automatic Fine Tuning (A FT.)
locks in the correct fine tuning.

• Solid State color demodulator
gives you a truer reproduction of
what the TV camera "sees-.

Mcils(()tI

your choice

56995
and your old set
regardless of make
or condition

Boys 6-16
Western

Shirts
$1198

I lunnel

RCA Six-Speaker Stereo with
FM-AM and FM Stereo Radio

Ti,. BRISTOL
Model VI T?,

$299.95

Boy: Ski
36 Months to pay-with NO PAYMENT UNTIL March 20, 1969

WARD-ELKINSI

BROKE
RAGE
DEPARTMENT STORE

SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE

753-1713

MURRAY, KY.

Sirakt2WAVSereakraWSicstairismr.eise,cliswateIlteit.V•slit.W111

•

•-•

all models feature

• Color intensity stays the way you
want it, thanks to automatic chroma
control.

$499

Super
Savin s

choose from Spanish, French,
Italian or Colonial styles

$ 98

Hats
$119

44

$599.95

ajamas

Childrens
Cowboy

Boots

stint

Mens
Broadcloth

98

Girls 7-14
Flannelette

Ladies Nylon Quilted

Ti,. ONAMELD
Model CA -466
2FML.Z9,

Ladies TV
or Travel

istnlit.
Floral

hi

Robes ajama
Shirts Dusters
$198 $498
$111
11

THE GIFT
THAT KEEPS ON GIVING

• New Vista74-circuit VHF tuner;
Solid State UHF tuner.

1

rwns Tailored

$2

Slippers

Pajamas Gloves
99
98c

1

ter

tliCA Color

Shirt

98c 88c

Ladies
Wool or Vinyl

Gowns
98

•

WAlltrArAttMCNIMWMAIMUNICMcmscwitairAs;

Merit. t_ut
Flannel

Piece Slippers

98

I oLiir.
F ionncictte
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Ti,. PAMARO
Model 01.676
23' Mae , 295 itg in plctur•

Ladies Multicolor
rs
p

Womens
Wool

ann.
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Women in Industry
BUENOS AIRES (UPI) —
About one-fourth of Argentine
factory workers are women, according to the Secretariat of
Labor
• • •
Sperm whales have brains
six times as big as man's.

Shirts

Good! But it
['CHER."
.11

• a persosial
00069 sod

Cool It
NEW YORK (UPI)—As the
1969 model cars make their
appearances in the nation's
showrooms this fall, a hot selling point apparently is to "cool
it." A recent survey shows that
one out of every two new models is air conditioned.
Further, by September, 1970,
predictions are that 70 per cent
of cars sold will have air cooled units. The study, conducted
by Scovill Manufacturing Company, supplier of air conditioning units for the home and
the automotive industry, shows
consumer demand for these
items in cars has now exceeded
such demands, for the air conditioned home.
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'Please, Help End Our Nlihtmeres —
Couple

Seeks

Aid
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Daughter: Missing

Search

Since

For

March
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Pacific Northwest Seen
As Center of Ski Styles

By DORA

A Redlands, Calif couple is'
reward for information that win
making a plea through the mei
ried inside a pocket and can
By WALTER LOGAN
sive the mystery of their
of I.E.DG ER & TIMES and
be worn if desired under the
daughter's disappearance. They
CAREFREE, Arizona tUPD
tunnel neck. The Jacket is
*OM other papers across the
vow. "We will not rest until we —The Arizona desert shimmerpadded but not quilted and the
country to help them find their
know"
ing in the noonday sun stretchfibric is an extremely fine
daughtes. The couple is Mr. and
purplish
mountains
the
to
ed
Other than asking newspepum
weave made by Stoefel of
ldra, Norman Ernsein who lee
broken
ochorizon,
by
the
on
all over the United States to
Switzerland. 68 per cent polyat TX Crafton Ave., Redlands,
insist them in then search, other casional clumps of mesquite or .-ter. 32 per cent cotton.
93871.
cactuses
giant
Saguaro
rising
news media be being employed,
The jump suit was the comdaughter, Elizabeth
into the air. And
The
as well as a Missing Persons 30 or 40 feet John
petition Jump suit for the U.S.
Slikas
M.
Lurene (Liz) vanished without a
was
talk- Olympic team.
bulletin sent out from the thereabout
From the waist
skiing.
ing
trace last March 11. Just two
up it looks like a sleeveless vest
sheriffs department in San
former
Slikas, 49, a
naval pimonths short of her Ms
and normally is worn over a
birthday, the girl was last seen
Bernardino, Calif. to cities and lot, was bursting with enthu- turtleneck sweater. Prom
the
siasm about the Pacific Northwalking home(mm echo& about
counties
throughout
:.tted waist down it looks like
the west which he
predicted
would
country.
tie p.m. She nets arrived
Jrdinary ski pants. The advanturn into the ski capital of the ..agers
home. Somewhere along the
are that in ordinary ver"I can face the daytime
United States and the ski style
two-mile
•1,'al stretch there is a daylong
route
through
better than the night," the
center of the world. To Slikas
pull on the hips which can be
blossoming
orange
groves,
distraught mother said. "At It already has.
tiring, in this case the pull is
Elizabeth
Ernstein
vanished
night 1 find myself asking 'Is she
Slikas. president of Does
without a trace. She was wearing
BUCKLED BARGE Bound for Hawaii, the barge Chetko sits buckled and stranded in the
safe? Is she warm? Is she fed?' - Tailor-D \Inc.. of Tacoma, against the shoulders. There
are also inset panels of twosouth jetty at the mouth of the Sivalaw River at Florence, Ore The barge landed in its
a reversible three-quarter length
and finally 'Is she alive?'"
Wash. which produces Edelway stretch on the legs. It can
predicament when the towing tug's engine failed. The barge's $400,000 cargo of 3.1 milcoat, one side was dark peen
When the young girl left for weiss ski 'vicar, was attending
be worn belted or unbelted.
lion board feet of lumber, 11 boats and two cars was to be transferred by helicopters
corduroy and the other a ins
school that March monilng, the a recent seminar of menswear
Sllkas
also had a word on
LS Enigma
raincoat material, blue print
had only Z cents with her. Her manufacturers, retailers and colors Navy has replaced
black For
dress and white tennis shoes. She
Better Cops
only jewelry was a small gold other fashion experts brought for the first time as the
Cowboy Cop
most
together at a resort outside
MANILA UPI) —Concerned
was carrying a
Dille vinyl day."
chain necklace with a pendant
LOS ALTOS, Calif. (UM— Flood Sirens
popular, followed by Burgundy,
Phoenix for Du Pont's 19011
abcut
criticisms
Netths parent has rested gold and blue star. Nothing
of
the
efficiennotebook and a red algebra
LONDON (UPI —Sirens last
When Officer William Laster of
olive and very dark brown. The
that Fashion Workshop.
cy of Filipino police officers, the Los Altos police
sines that first long night when she was wearing or
book.
high fashion colors, in order,
department used during World War II air
carrying has
Skiing is a hobby with him are
beige, avocado, powder President Ferdinand E Marco. saw a runaway Palomino horse raids will be used in a new sysThe girl is five feet, flee their young daughter failed to ever been found.
has ordered creation of four strolling
as well as a business and he
down Main Street, he tem to warn one million LonInches tall. weighs 106 pounds; Cie home. They have tracked
She is one of five Erasion' spoke lovingly of the Cascade blue, orange and mustard-gold. training centers
throughout the captured it the only way he doners of danger from River
He believes orange will be at.
has straight brown hair, brown miles through orange groves. children. The family lost one of
ountains, the main but not'
Philippines to turn out 4 000 could think of—lassoing
it with Thames floods
the top next season.
eye*. She was walking her usuely Bakis, foothills, and canyons in these, a son, to polio in HIE
model policemen a year
the only ski area in the northa pair of battery Jumper cables.
route borne from school and and around the Redlands area.
"This, the second tragedy in west, the early snow which
there are no dues to her They have followed every lead, our Lives, is even greater because falls before Thanksgiving and
whereabouts other than a report no matter bow slight, in the of
the
u ncertainty,"
the does not melt until April.
His firm began as a slacks
for
Elizabeth.
The desperate father said in his
from a Redlands businemnas earth
who was driving through the mouths of uncertainty and appeal. "1 can accept anything, manufacturer in 1902, but 15
over
their
missing even the worst, which 1 am years ago "a group of us skiers
area. He thought he saw a gid anxiety
"are
the
deepest resigned to—but I must know." decided to make our own
resembling Elizabeth walking daughter
clothes. Ski wear then was
toward the corner of the street anguish a person can co through.
Both
mother and father
It is a shock so deep you become pleaded, "Will you, phew, heip made of rigid fabrics and not
on which the lived.
too comfortable or pracUcal."
Since then, law enforcement wooden," the mother explained. us find our daughter, We are One of the men he
brought id
"But, sunny," she went on, begging you to help us find an
agencies, family members, and
as an adviser was Olav
"there
is
a
aim*
explanation.
friends have spent counties
answer to our torment— to help onetime member of the Norhours tracking down hundreds Was she abducted? Did she run us end the , long nightmare of wegian jump team and former
of tentative leads. But to no away from home? Is she dead? these past eight months—by U.S. Olympics jump coach.
avail "Not one single, !Sender Or is she alive and, perhaps, in releasing our story and Liz's
In that period several other
due has brightened all our your town?"
picture, in yoir paper The Lord manufacturers have gone to
Einstein, a chemical engineer willing, someone in your area work in the Pacific Northwest
LARGE SELECTION
efforts." the Erasteins wrote. at Lockheed
MEN'S TURTLE NECK
turning out the latest in ski
in Redlands, and may have seeen her."
"Senniory. Liz has disappeared his wife, a
MEN'S LONG SLEEVE
fashions — White Stag and
psychiatric social
Any information concerning
like a briath of air on a winter's worker, have
STAY PRESS
posted a S5,0111 Elizabeth Ernstein should be Jantzen in Portland and Sporcaster and Roffee in Seattle. He
reported to this newspaper or to believes that
with Edelweiss
Capt. Charles Callahan, San this is the biggest concentraBernardino
County
Sheriffs tion in the world.
Office, San Bernardino, Calif.,
Size 4 to 20
Some Innovations
telephone (714)611B-0111.
Slikas displayed some of his
Innovations. including warmup
WE HAVE A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF
pants which can be put on and
Shaky
MEN'S AND BOY'S SWEATERS
removed while wearing skis. a
LIMA. Peru (UPI' — Latin parka with a
separate hood—
America sometimes experiences the
hood moves with your head
as many as 1.000 small earth- and
if you turn your head you
qualm In a 20-day period. ac- drat% look
hato the Side of
cording to Enrique Fajardo hood—and
a jump suit whichl
Wolff. assistant d:rector of the
may
in
time take the place of
regional seismologic cent er
ski pants.
here.
BOY'S STAY PRESS
BOY'S TURTLE NECK
"This shows we must conThe warmup pants are made
BOY'S STAY PRESS
LONG SLEEVE
tinually examine the construc- of nylon with a Dacron
filling.
LONG SLEEVE
tion of our build:ngs." he said. They were designed originally
for ski racers who almost froze
while waiting at the top of a
Rough On Cats
mountain in sub-zero weather
LOS ALTOS. Calif. 'UPI) — for takeoff. They wore old
Three million cats are killed pants which could be removed
every year by automobiles. ac- and left behind. The new
cording to S Richard Calore. warmup pants you take with
g
BOY'S FAST BACK or REGULAR
founder of the Nationa: Cat you.
You vent your family 10
LARGE SELECTION
Protect
ion
Society
have a color TV, a stereo,
The pants are applied 'you
don't ju.st put them on almost
or some really worthwhile
and
like a diaper. You straddle
rft this year. We want your
them, snap them on at the
business. So come in and
waist and then zip up the legs.
talk over money problems
There is a matching windwhere you are never a sixbreaker jacket When you are
ready to race you unzip. stuff
figure computer number—
them into a fanny pack, strap
but always No.].
them on your back and take
MEN'S
MEN'S
GOOD
MEN'S DRESS
off.
PERMANENT
SELECTION
The jacket with the movePRESS
able hood is just as practical.
MEN'S
The parka itself is over the seat
WASH
& WEAR
length for cold weather skiing r
A PRACTICAL
s
.
NYLON
CASUAL
and is made with a 1 2 knit inGIFT
CLOAN
•
sert at the cuff, smooth cuff on
the outside, and a yoke front
and back. The tunnel neck fits
NYLON ----79e pr.
up high The hood itself is car75% Bulk
250./. Stretch
NYLON
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SETTLE-OAPRIAN CO.
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

6

SPORT
SHIRTS

3
t

make
it a
big-gift
year

KNIT SHIRT $3.99 PBAITC14TAIS

$399

and
$2/99

the

MEN'S SWEATERS _$799 TO $1499
BOY'S SWEATERS__ $499 TO $799

CASUAL PANTS
$499 to $599
JEANS
$999 to $599

SEE US
FOR A
HOLIDAY

179

$59000
0°

to $1

MEN'S TIES

Ready Tied _ _ '1 - 1.50 -'2
Four-In-Hand _ _ '1 to '2.50

PAJAMAS

t 590 PR. - 2/$1

LO,ANS

Cha
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space-lab
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BELTS

SOCKS

g

$2"

KNIT SHIRTS
$2"to $499

SPORT
SHIRTS
$2"
$399

I.

$15°
s200
$250
pr.

$2"

PANTS
$599
and

$399

$699

Sensible Terms
.to
Fit Your Budget

(
)
r Kentucky Mutual
Loan Plan
203 So 5th Street
Bob LaMastus, Mgr.

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5573

MEN'S
PERMANENT PRESS
WORK

GENIUS Michael Grout. 15.
is shown missing his graduation ceremony at Michigan
State Univeraity. Instead,
he's taking a six-hour exam
to qualify for the university's
*Mathematics team

Good Assortment Colors and Styles
$
3
99 to $
6
99

EXTRA SPECIAL

PAY YOUR COUNTY AND STATE TAXES
NOW WITH NO PENALTY

19 VIET MEDALS Capt. Robert C. Rankin, 27, Goshen.
Ind., is arrayed with the 19
medals he won during six
months of ,service in Vietnam
Distinguished Flying
Cross with two Oak LA-af
/ lusters, Silver Star with an
oak Leaf cluster, and 14 Air
Medals He Is stationed at a
l•SAF base in England

!TOWELS
1
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.41...iblakilk400.0101101e
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Velour Towels

PANTS __ $
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SHIRT
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to Match

1

72"x90 45% NYLON 45% RAYON 10% ACRYLIC
— SOLID COLORS

(REGULAR $1.49)

•
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,...„Es
PURSES

TAXES ARE NOW DUE

If Not Paid By January 1, 1969
YOU PAY 2% PENALTY
If Not Paid By February 1, 1969
YOU PAY 6% PENALTY
Fannie Stubblefield,
Sheriff,
Calloway County
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$1.00 BLANKETS $5.00
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Pull Welcome Mat
From Under Thieves
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
ing the FBI, and from various
NEW YORK ( UPI)—"Be in- locksmith organizations.
hospitable."
Many of the suggestions are
This somewhat baffling ad- of the "common-sense" variety,
vice to homeowners takes on such things so often ignored
meaning with the identity of by homeowners as advertising
the giver, Roy C. Bolt, presi- an empty house by allowing
dent and general manager of newspapers, milk or mail to
the
Emhart
Corporation's accutriulate or the lawn to grow
Kwikset Division in Anaheim, long; working in the yard with
Calif.
an open front door inviting acBolt, whose company pro- cess; leaving
garage doors
duces locksets for homes and open; not advising neighbors
apartments, prefaces his advice and police when going on vacawith figures that show burglary eon; leaving valuables in open
is the nation's fastest growing sight of pseudo messengers
crime. Every 28 seconds, he and delivery boys who may be
says, a burglar enters some- sizing up prospects or, even
one's home Goods worth $284 without that intent, may be
million are stolen each year.
tempted by such easy availAnd much of that loss, Bolt ability.
says, comes through "homeJimmy-Proof Locks
owner carelessness which defeats the most secure lock
The booklet suggests the
made"
most inexpensive way to make
He stresses the "fundamen- your door locks Jimmy-proof is
tal rule in home protection is to replace them with a deadto be inhospitable, to make en- latch at a cost of about $1.50
try so difficult a would-be-bur- per door. This incorporates an
glar will go elsewhere to find auxiliary bolt which prevents
an easier Victim"
the latch from being edged
No house, he says, can be open by a celluloid strip or nail
made absolutely burglar-proof; file. One home lock system is
but it can be made so hard to available which becomes as incrack that the average burglar dividual to a homeowner as his
will give up.
own fingerprints. Once the
A booklet put out by Kwik- homeowner uses his own perset-Outlines counter measures a sonal key in this particular
homeowner can take against lock, any keys that may have
Illegal entry, with suggestions been distributed to workmen
coming from the company's for use during construction are
own lock experts, several law permanently locked out.
enforcement agencies. includWindow entry, the booklet

44414+44r.

hi on the
led in its
f 3.1 millicopterm

—Sirens last
1 War II air
n a new sysmillion Lopfrom River

says, can be frustrated by uae throwing a large bolt deep in owners have locks checked over Helping Red Cross
of a simple key-operat ed stopto the door jamb which resists by a
locksmith, much as you'd
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI) —
lock that limits wind° I open- force or jimmying. If the bur- call
an electrician in to check James Stewart has accepted an
ing to ventilation spaces too glar made entry through the wiring. There are new develop- appointment
by the American
small to permit entry k dowel window he couldn't carry his ments In locks and updating Red Cross as national
vice
or broomstick placed in the loot off by the front door if it may be in order.
chairman for entertainment in
sliding portion of the j mb will is the double cylinder model
Above all, he recommends, 1969.
do almost the same j >b. You that's locked by a key from remember burglars don't like
might wonder why both t.r when both sides,
noise, delay or risk. Common New G„
be
all a burglar has to do Ls break
Bolt says homeowners should sense plus technology can proHOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Althe window. Bolt say's that not overlook the value of an,vide most of the answers
fred Hitchcock describes his
measure represents mo 'e trou- alarm system. Since the primenew leading lady for "Topaz"—
ble and time than the average objective of making y o u r
Tina Hedstrom — as a double
burglar cares to devote to any house safe from burglars is to "Mephisto Waltz"
for Greta Garbo.
entry; there are easier ways— delay, or scare an intruder, an To Be
Filmed
or easier houses.
alarm going off can be quite
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI)—TeleThen, there's the 7ylinder disconr.erting to the would-be vision executive Quinn Martin 'Devil Drives'
HOLLYWOOD l UPI / — Dideadbolt lock which can he burglar. Such systems are paid more than a million dolrector John
F'ranicenheimer
added for auxiliary lociting by available in plug-in and bat- jars for screen rights to
"The has signed a four picture deal
turning the key on the outside tery models.
Mephisto Waltz" for his first with
Columbia Pictures, the
or the thumb piece Inside,
He recommends that home- movie venture,
first to be "The Devil Drives."

NEW YORK (UPI)—Dionne
Warwick's singing career has
wanted , .
taken a definite turn
rection she's long
acting.
Filming has started in Tailshas.see, Fla., for Dionne and
her starring role in "The
Brian Keith
Slave," with Ossie Davis and
In "Bowmanville"
Stephen Boyd. It's a pre-Civil
L.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI( —Tele- War story.
vision's Brian Keith takes time
Ii!
out from "A Family Affair" to
star in -The Bowmanville Henrys Pizzas
Break" for United Artists.
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI i —Las
Vegas night club comic Hank
He Can
Henry will play a pizza parlor
HOLLYWOOD 1 UPI ) — manager in "The Only Game
Sammy Davis Jr. will star in in Town," starring Elizabeth
the film version of his autobi- Taylor and Warren Beatty.
.,
ography, "Yes I Can."

HOLLYWOOD ( UPI ) _
Menu Toupou, who played the
prince in "Hawaii," will play a
top role with Richard Harris in
"A Man Called Horse."

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY MEATS!
CHUCK STEAK
SMOKED
CHUCK
PICNICS
ROAST
RIB

FULLY MATURED

STEAK
Br $1 09
LB

3 LB. PKG,
OR MORE

ROAST

LB

58t

LB.

LB

I

GROUND CHUCK

ARM
CUT
CHUCK

69t

LESSER QUANTITIES

I. It

FAT

73

LB

SUPER RIGHT

CAP'N. JOHN

SUPER RIGHT

Braunschweiger
Fish Sticks
BY THE
10-02.
PIECE
$100
PKGS.
LB

Chuck Roast

29
LB.

FR

58t

Whole

1 LB PKG.

;!

59c

0 LB. BAG

Charles Felts, North American's top Apollo expert.
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TANGELOS

EACH

TASTY

TANGERINES
EACHLIFORN
NAVEL ORANGES

mUM
if1OW

Lb.

2c
DOZEN

ONIONS

690
89 .

10

10 LB. BAG

100

39t

12 CT

Your 0•*
Choice._

L-t5

Comet
Cleanser 2 F.

SAVE
PT O
UP

Dry Bleach

32c,

Spray Clean
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C
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1
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38C
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By JOHN C. KRANER
Central Press Science Writer
IN 1956, A YEAR before launch of the Soviet's Sputnik 1,
and two years preceding establishment of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, a group of American scientists
engaged in guided missile research at the NACA Langley and
Wallops Island Centers began considering possibilities of manned
space flight.
In June of 1958 this became the Manned Satellite Study Program of NACA, later to be changed to the Space Task Group of
the new NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Directing this Space Task Group of 45 scientists was Robert
Gilruth, who brought together
the country's top brains in mand module that could safely
rocketry, flight theory and de- re-enter the atmosphere at
sign to work on Project Mer- 25,000 mph,
No vehicles had ever been
cury, responsible for placing the
tested at this speed and no wind
first Americans in space.
In March of 1960 Robert Pi- tunnels existed that could mimeland and Maxime Faget of the late t ,e conditions_
Space Task Group proposed a
North
American
assigned
4111 semi - maneuverable three-man over 3,300 engineers to Apollo
space-lab that could be placed headed by John Paup, program
into Earth orbit or launched in manager, and Charles Feltz,
a free return trajectory to the deputy manager who was reMoon Its purpose was to facili- sponsible for the design and detate study of effects of weight- velopment of the X-15. R. L.
lessness and space environment (Bud Benner, chief design enon men in a "shirt-sleeve" at- gineer and former project enmosphere for periods up to 14 gineer of the F-86 Sabrejet and
days,
X-15 rocket planes, tackled the
• • •
overall hard design of the
FACET AND Piland were rectoncraft.
0 ahead of the times and their deThe first successful 'orbital
signs and notes Were filed for fu- flight test of the Apollo design
ture study. In May 1961, follow- was made with a boilerplate
ing President Kennedy's man- module in January 1964, one
date to land a man on the Moon, year before Gus Grissom and
the files were reopened and the John Young tested the first
Faget-Piland idea became the Gemini in orbit and six months
beginning of Project Apollo.
before Ranger 7's fantastic TV
North American Aviation's mission to the Moon
Systems
Information
and
Space
•
•
•
Division won the contract to deAPOLLO TRAINING simulafirst
test
the
build
and
sign
tors were already being conmodels in December 1961. By
structed. Saturn-5 Complex-39
fall of 1963 costs- on the spacewould near completion in late
craft had risen to $1 billion,
1965- Apollo was on its own
The specific requirements of
without benefit of the experidesign submitted to North Amences to come from the other
erican for the finished spaceprograms
craft were staggering. The comDelivery of the first command module alone would conpleted flight module was made
tain two million parts interIn late 1965, ahead of schedule
laced by 15 miles of wiring conEach Apollo-Saturn launch
nected to control panels with
will cost $327 million and will
24 instruments. 566 switches
be the result of the most rapid
• and 40 off-on indicator lights.
advance in sophisticated tech• • •
nology ever achieved
THE BASICS had been worked
Apollo 8 commander- Frank
out on paper by Dr Wernher
Borman said it "
Apollo
vir..n Braun. H Julian Allen, the
was designed to go to the Moon
heat shield expert, John C. Houwe re looking at the best
bolt, NASA specialist in the that American
technology can
rendezvotta.. and docking techproduce'
niques, along with Piland, Faget
.tnd many others
Reims Lathedral was the
The toughest problem was royal coronation church of
(ornfor
shape
the
a...Touting
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Homebuilders Differ
On Housing Spurt

4

By JAMES L SROD68
Finally, in his economic mesWASHINGTON (UPI) — sage to Congress on Feb. 1, the
President Johnson's great leap Preeddent included a goal of
forward in housing is condi- 30 Million privately financed
tioned on money and men — housing units to be built in the
and the housing industry is be- next 10 years This would be in
ginning to wonder if It can get addition to those built with
enough of either to do the Job federal assistance
Can the homebuilding indusIn .his Jan 17 State of the
Union address, Johnson pro- try do it?
Pend that the federal overnYes and No
1111111nt assist Indust:1-s in the
"No, not right now," says
alabetruction of 6 Million low one industry association here.
and middle income housing
"Yes." says a home building
units over the next 10 years,
pUblication in New York City.
with 300.000 going up in 1969
"I can't tell you." is the ansThe housing industry prabied
the President and urged him to wer from an economist who
set goals for the nation's entire Specializes in watching and
predicting housing trends
housing needs
Then, in his budget message
Pro and Can
of Jan. 29, the President called
The pluses and minuses line
for lifting the 6 per cent ceiling up this way.
on FHA and VA-insured home
Most
homebuilders
agree
mortgages He predicted the acthat Johnson's proposed tax
tion would reduce mortgage
increase is needed to cool down
Perchases by the Federal Na- the
inflationary spiral which
$111hal Mortgage Associauon dries up the money pool avail&Bing the coming year from able
to both contractors and
82.3 billion to less than $1 bilhomebuyers seeking mortgages.
lion.
But if the tax increase is not
The housing industry cheerpassed by Congress — and it
ed the ceiling Mee and mainhas been reluctant to do so —
tained polite silenc."! about the
the experts split.
withdrawal of FNMA from
Some say the resulting inwhat the builders consider tc
flation will finish any chances
be the role of both stimulant'
for a boom in housing
and support of the lending moOthers, with some Justifiesney market

TIMER

—
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MIDEAST FOR NIXON -- Before leaving on a 10-day factfinding mission in the Middle
East, William Scranton, former Pennsylvania governor,
tells reporters in New York
that the trip takes him to
the "most volcanic part of
the world." With Scranton is
Nixon press aide Ron Ziegler.

FLTLLERTON, Calif. (UPI/—
During the last Christmas holidays a group of individuals In
range County decided to invite servicemen to spend a
weekend at their homes
It started out as a oneweekend affair but it didn't stop
there It's still going on.
The weekend idea was started
by the Rev. Charles Harlow
of the Brea Congregational
Church. The Fullerton News
Tribune ran a story about it.
One of the first families to
contact Harlow was that
of Fullerton postman Robert P.
Moore_ Moore was told to be at
a parking lot at a certain time
to meet his guest.
At the lot each host was
given a number—to match one
given one of the Marine guests
who came by bus
Not only did the Moores Lake
home their chosen guest but
another Marine whose assigned
hosts did not show up.
"We had more fun than we
expected," Moore said, "and we
invited the boys back again,"
Over the months more Ma-

rines were added to the !amity
group
Moore said that on occasion
as many as a dozen Leathernecks have been bedded down
around their home.
"They realise we can't give
them much." Moore said. "but
they don't ask for much. They
need time to relax, to think
and to enjoy a weekend away
from their everyday tasks."
Outings away from the house
also are planned.
-If they want to go some
Place fancy and expensive I tell
them I'll drive them there but
that we can't go."
He said sometimes the Marines take up his offer and
once a pair of Marines insisted
on taking the Moore children
for an afternoon as their guests
at Disneyland.
There have been moments of
sadness in connection with
Moores' adopted family. One
was a letter from CPI. Landon
Corbin from Vietnam.
Los Angeles has replaced
San Francisco as the financial
capital of the West.

REAL I

MICE EC
two bath4
and earl
800. Call
meat.

TWO-ST(
town and
rooms, :
porch, 2 1

BY OWN
toe shingl
lot, 19 m
near lak
438-5444.

100' x 151
Subdivisio
753-4516,
SPECTATOR STANDS for the Jan. 20 "less elabarate" Inaugural Parade go up in Washington In the background is the White House, which will have new tenants.

non, say that demand for
housing is so great that higher
prices and tighter money will
not prevent at least 1 5 million
housing starts in 1968. House
and Home =weenie for example, likens today's market to
the days just after World War
IL

To keep pace with current
demand for housing
not
counting the increased presidential goals at all — most
housing industry experts estimate this number will have to
grow to 4.5 million through
1975.
Beyond 1975, nobody wants
to think about it. How many
more will be needed for the
various crash programs produces nightmares and not
answers for those who seek a
number.
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Beautiful 14/1*

Simplified color tuning Extra sharp, bright
picture. Automatic color control, rich v.alnut
grained cabinet Portable weighs only 41 lbs.
11,
-4
• Dio9onel Measurement

BUY ON LOW EASY TERMS

By ARMY ARCHERD
Ceti tral Press Assoc-tenon
you be0n
HOLLYV747.
6
0 11
lieve Kim Novak is an outdoor
girl' Well, she claims she is.
For example, she has an outdoor
bath at her home in Carmel.
When she suds up the only ones
to enjoy the view are the passing birds — and an occasional.
nosey helicopter pilot,
"No. you know what I mean,"
laughed Kim on the set of 'The
Great Bank Robbery." -I really
love the outdoors, but I've always been cast as an 'indoor
type' girl. This picture has me
out all day long. and I love IL"
In the film, Kim's first western, she plays a former hoochycoochy dancer who poses as a
religious worker. 'There's also
.plenty of physical action" and a
minimum of dialogue both of
which go with westerns and
my way of life. A kind of closeto-the-earth living. Yet the situations are funny. It gives zest
to each day's work."
•

•
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Kim Neyeli is happy in nit now outdoor film life.

In Kim's case the "more" of
herself will include several nude
lot near-nude) scenes in 'The
Great Bank Robbery," and she
doesn't object to it. After all,
she did mention more "broad
strokes," if you'll pardon repeating the expression.
Kim is really enjoying her return to Hollywood. Previously
she was just the product of a
"star campaign," living up to
images in certain roles. "I like
to have fun," she admits. "I
really enjoy having a good
time."
"In the -old days' it was no
"ACTING today is like the fun going to work in the early
difference between a photograph morning when it was dark out,
and a painting," she sketched going home when it was dark
for us "Let's put it this way. out, and working all day on a
painting is not as real but you Isound stage that has no winhave the license for making it (tows with doors that keep out
more real. oi- more way out, for fresh air
• • •
yoti are painting it as you see
It is no longer dull as it
-THOSE months working on
might come off only as a photo- a picture in a studio can be like
graph would see it
so many months taken out of
'Today. acting also allows your life You haven't seen one
more freedom it has become sunset or one sunrise You
like a painting You are allowed haven't experienced the changes
to make more broad strokes or of the seasons -- or even the
paint more finely you can give weather."
And for an artist like Kim
any kind of image. but best of
all you can be more you. your- that could be disastrous She
admits she left here as a very
self •

depressed young lady Not so
any more.
In those -old days," Kim
was not much for words. Now
she is almost bubbly --like a
studio press agent Would have
liked her to be in the days when
they were making the "image"
• • •
"NOW" IS most important to
her. -The future and living in
the future is great," she said,
"but too often it consists of just
dreams And the past must also
remain in the past and should
not Intrude on the 'now' For
that's the part that is here, it's
present and it is vital. This is
where we are living and where
we are at the moment. And this
Is what should be savored the
most"
In case you ladies think Kim
IS just talking through her hat
to delight us fellows, we must
any she Is a very down-to-earth
girl. Recently. we had the pleasure of introducing her at a
Hollywood premiere
"Finian's
Rainbow." When we commented
on her beautiful gown, she
beamed -Oh thank you it's
five years old!"
A girl who admits she's wearing a five-year-old gown e/in't
be all bad, right?
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Film Fans: Meet the NEW Kim Novak

ANYONE who has seen how
Kim lives in the art colony of
northern California c.iin verify
that she loves "close- t o-theearth" living. he is also an accomplished artist. We've seen
many of her oils and can honestly say she is very talented.
Her work is not necessarily the
'way out surrealistic stuff, but
is effective in the classical
school of art.
Kim's past life made her the
loner that she is up in Carmel.
And because she is' also a free
soul, she told us she's particularly happy with the new way of
making movies in Hollywood.
• • •
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Servicemen Invited
As Weekend Guests

The same argurnents surround raising the 6 per cent
ceiling on FHA and VA insured
mortgages_
Some argue
it
makes no difference whether
Congress approves the plan because demand will keep the industry moving upward. Others
say higher interest rates are a
must to keep funds flowing into
the FHA and VA programs.
Aside from
homebuyers.
those with the greatest stake
in the outcome are nearly 3.8
million men in the 20 building
and construction trades They
range from the unskilled to the
electrician, plumber, marble
setter and other skilled tradesmen.

NAPALM ATTACK- U.S.Marines watch napalm strikes OR
North Vietnamese arid Viet Cong positions about 13 miles
.outti of Da Nang south Vietnam
Radiophoto,
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Buy•seg Twee
AUCTION SALE

BRICK ROUSE; time betIr0001A' AUCTION SALE - Saturday,
two baths, custom draperies December 14, at ten a. m. at
and carpal throughout. $as,- the late Alvin Downs Farm,
BOO. Call 743-8787 for appoint- 2% miles due east of Murray.
ment
TEC Selling lots of antiques and
farming equipment. Farming
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to equipment includes CC Case
town and university, 5 bed- tractor on rubber, plow, disc,
rooms, 2 baths, screened in and cultivator, manure spreader,
porch, 2 fireplace., 753 3493.
corn picker in good shape, iota
Jan -I-C of hand tools, carpenter tools,
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom asbes- large carpenters bench. Antitos shingle house and and extra ques--three tall beds, secretary
lot, 13 miles south of Murray, desk, work stand, wig dresser
near lake. $7,000.00. Phone with mirror, chairs and tables,
636-5444.
fl-13-C cabinets, ironstone platters, dishes, marble top dresser, picture
frames, cute wood stove, bot100' x 150' LOT in Kingswood
tles, pot bellied bean kettles,
Subdivision. Priced to sell. Call
books, cider mill, wash kettle,
753-4516.
D-14-C
scales. Refrigerator, electric
HOUSE FOR SALE-30' x ay stove, washer, lots of quilts,
three-bedroom, two-story house shotgun, hammer type. Lots and
with basement, on lot 70' x 215', lots of other goodies. We just
detached garage, air-condion- can't mention them all. Come
ing, wall-to-wall carpet, custom and see for yourself. T e rr y
auctioneer.
We
drapes, and fireplace in living Shoemaker,
room One block east of hos- want to wish everyone a Merry
pita' and close to school and Christmas and Prosperous New
D-13-C
town, 701 Elm, 753-8825. D-12-C Year.

1

&

POR SALM

LOST AND POUND

COX HELL DIVER gas power
plane with extra gas, never
used, $8.00. Developing and enlarging kit, like new, $12.00.
Phone 753-3616
D-12-C

LOST: 2 BIRDOGS. One lemon
eared setter, male; one black
eared with specks, $100.00 reward. Call Wallace Lassiter 4988635 or John Latimer 496-8739.
D-12-C

OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot LOST: on east side at Murray,
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00. black and tan coon hound. Call
D-13-C
Phone 436-5444.
Bobby Boyd at 7534383 or 753D-14-C
HAN DMADE PRESSED flower 8740.
arrangements in oval gold
IIRIVICIS 0FFIR111)
frame. Lovely Christmas gift.
D-12-C FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
Phone 753-7754.
REPAIRS or REMODELING.
SALLY'S in-laws coming. She
FREE estimat"s. Call 7534123
didn't fluster---cleaned the car.
or 435-4651.
Dec.-17-C
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $11. Tic'. NOTICE: We repaire all makes
well's Paint Store.
13-14-C Vacuum cleaners, toasters, miss , ers, irons, heaters, all small
appliances. Ward al
kins, 400
delight. She keeps her carpet
Maple.
Dec.-36-C
colors bright-with Blue Lustre! Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto Store. D-14-C

II

BEAGLE DOGS at the age to
train to hunt. $15.00 each. Cody
Adams, phone 489-3512.
D-12-NC
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Surplus Loot
MILAN, Italy (UPI) - Two
stolen vipers were returned to
their owner but the thieves
kept the car In which they had
found them.
Pet shop owner Felice Piorini told police the snakes were
in a box inside his car when
it was stolen near his home.
St. Louis Opera
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-The Mu- Police sent out a radio warnnicipal Opera House in Forest ing. The thieves left the box
Park, in its 50 years of opera- on Florini's doorsteption, has presented shows to
more than 33 million patrons.
Jerry Berger, Muny's pub- Lemmon Stars
HOLLYWOOD r UPI -Jack
licity director, said the attendance figures -keep increasing" Lemmon will star in Neil Sitnon's original screenplay, "The
each year.
Out-of-Towner."
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FERRER AND COOLER -Producer-director Mel Ferrer and
actress Audrey Hepburn are shown in a happier day, before
divorce in Switzerland ended their 14-year marriage. They
have a son Sean. 8. who lives with his mother in Switzerland
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NEW REAIINGTON Model 870
ATIENTION HOME BUYERS: AU'TONDEILIS FOR SALE
The following 3 pieces of pro- 1965 LTD FORD with power pump shotgun, 20 gauge, improved cylinder. Call 753-8106
perty have been reduced for a and factory air,
vinyl top. This
D-12-C
special Christmas for someone: car is in perfection condlon in after 6:00 p. m.
No. 1 is a new 3-bedroom brick every respect.
GO-CART FRAME with 2 motors,
Call 753-4516.
located in Kingswood SubdiviD-12-P
D-14C $40.00. Call 753-2997.
sion. Has large family room
1967
with sliding glass doors, range, 1963
TRADE:
OR
SALE
CHEVROLET
Bel-Air, FOR
dishwasher, disposal, garage, V-8 automatic, good body, good Mustang; Gibson amplifier and
carpet, central heat and air-con- mechanically. Phone 753-5029. bass guitar. Call 753-7542 or 753D-16-C
ditioning, beautiful ceramic tile
D-12-P 1497.
bath off master
bath, also
753-1346.
Phone
1959
AFGHAN.
TR-3
SPORTS
car.
Needs
bedroom. This house has been
1)42-P
priced at $21,000. If bought be- windshield and hood latches.
fore the 1st of January can be Runs good, 9235.00. Call 753- FLEMINGTON Model 58 with rib
Dr.
"TWIN COLLISION"
bought for $19,000.00 fully com- 3160 and ask for Joe. D-16-P and two safeties. 1966 GMC %- Alvar Brunge examines Mrs
pleted.
1964 CHEVROLET Station Wa- ton pickup, V-8 automatic. Call Maybritt Pettersson, 26, in
NO. 2 IS ONE of the large aris- gon, V-8 autometsc with power, 753-7139 or 435-5455.
D-12-C
Motala. Sweden. where ohs
tocratic older homes located on Call 436-2323.
D-12-C
S. 9th Street between Main and
1967 MODEL D-17 Allis-Chalm- had a baby Nov. 1 and expects another within the
••••
Poplar. Has part basement, Irv- 1961 CORVAUt, good condition. ers tractor, plow and disc. Also
MARINE IS AIRBORNE Unable to land because of trees and
••
••.
54
.
.55
next six weeks. A "twin colc:c:o. 56
1-Weaken
Leg room 24' x 15' with fire- Call 753-7513 after 1:00 p. m. 1960 Ford 2-ton truck. Call 753•• ,
rough terrain, a helicopter lifts a wounded U.S. Marine with
••,,
2-Mohammedan
D-18-P lision," the case is called. The
place, also 15' x 24' bedroom
D-13-P 8815.
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc
a special hoist somewhere in South Vietnam.
/-3„
title
next will be her fourth child.
or den upstairs, 3 large bedGray
horse.
RIDING
PLEASURE
1950
CHEVROLET
pick-up.
Call
rooms, dining room, sewing
room, utility, 2 baths, central 753-1795 after 600 p. m. D-14-C gelding. Reasonable price. Call
Peanuts®
Patricia Ellis, 753-4602. D-12-C
by Charles M. Schulz
gas heat, extra large lot with
beautiful shade. This house is
NOME
lightattractive
ZENITH 21" TV,
listed for $25,000 If sold at
working
NEWLY OPENED in Murray, a colored cabinet, good
PEANUTS
once will take $22.500.
condition. Call 753-4811. D-12-C
(HERE'S THE \
TEN MORE SECONDS, AND I
(BEAUTIFUL!)
)kAT AN INSPIRING MOMENT !
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with studio specializing in weddings
WORLD FAMOUS
CAN CLOB8ER SOMEBODY
central heat, family room, car- and fine portraiture. For ap- RECONDMONED upright piS
)
NOUEY PLAgER
D-17-C
pet, range, Ps ceramic tile pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO, ano. Phone 753-3123.
EU South 13th. 753-3007
baths, storage ropm, c
.,F)_kNO110
AT
D- TFNC POODLES- Miniatures. Silver
ready to move into for ChristATTENTION WHILE
female, black male. Excellent
mas. This house is listed at EVERY MONDAY
Li
„
"114Eq
PLAY THE
night, 500 blood lines. Eight weeks old.
$18,750 00. Will take $17,750-00
p. m. to 10:00 p m,
tried $75.00 each. Phone 753-7424.
NATIONAL AMII4EM
for 4 special Christmas gift for
whipped
chicken,
potatoes,
D-13-C
yourself.
ootudry gravy, cole slaw, rolls
WE WILL help you with your
and butter, $1.00 Holiday Inn, ORGANS - BALDWIN financing but the reduced price
Pianos; Guitars; Motorola QuaHwy. 641 South, Murray, Ky.
does not include any discount
sar color TV; Band instruments;
Dec
r
for loan.
Stereo consoles, Stereo compon
BUY YOURSELF a nice build- ELECTROLLTX SALES & See- ants; 8 track car or home tape;
ing lot and be ready to build vice, Box 213 Murray, Hy, C. 8 track tapes; Records; Tape
Nancy
by Ernie Bushrniller
in Spring if you prefer building M. Sanders. Phone 382-3174. Recorders, mono or stereo. Lonyour own. We have several ex- Lynnville, Ky.
H-Dec.-34-C ardo Piano Co., "Your comtra nice lots from $1800.
store"
music
plete
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 Main SPECIAL CHRLSTILAS GIFT- across from post office, Paris,
Murray
Woman's
Club
cookStreet. Phone 753-1651. D-13-C
books and Kentucky scenic Tennessee . . . open 8 a. m. to
every nite III Christplacemats. Call 438-2345 or 753- 8 p. m.
HELP WANTED
mas..
4499 for information. Dec.-19C
H-D-13-C
NIGHTTIME WAITRESS needed. 3 to 1 shift available, five I WILL NOT be responsible for 1968 HONDA 90 Scrambler, exdays a week. Do not call about any debts other than my own, cellent condition, 3600 miles,
D-12-P also 2 helmets,
this job but come by the Pal- Harlon Bradley.
back rest, bagMEN 5
ace Drive-In.
TFC HEAR Franklin Puckett discuss gage rack. Phone 762-2621 afWEAR
D-13-P
WAITRESS WANTED. Tele- "Problems That Divide Us" at ter 7:00 p. m.
the
West
Murray
Church
of
phone 492-8147 or 492-8700.
WELMAILANER Puppies. ARC
D-16-C Christ on Doran Road this litter, two male, two female.
Thursday and Friday at 7:30
Call 7534847.
D-13-C
EARN THAT needed money p. m.
D-12-C
"The Avon Way". Call 985-3969
VICTORIAN SLI ILE, 2 matchFOR 711114T
for details or write Mrs. Evelyn
ing chairs, refinished but not
Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove isrmg surerpiNG rooms for re-upholstered, $150. Concerto
U
C •e• 5, UMW P•••••• 5••••••• oat
.Road, Marion, Kentucky 42064--boys, 1 block from campus. Call Stereo-radio console, 6 speakH-13-12-C 7534425 or 753-5982. Jan-13-C er, maple finish, $65. Very old
Seth Thomas pendulum clock,
Abbie 'N Slats
ONE-BEDROOM furnished apart- $85. Polaroid Land Camera,
by
Van Buren
ment, available January 1, 1969, black and white Model 80, with
one block from college cam- flash attachment, $10. Antique
REPOSSESSED
pus. Couples only. Phone 753- Queen Anne chair, $100. TeleITS COMING 'THROUGH
I HAD BUILT FOR mYSELF
ONLY MY SISTER ABBIE WAS
5553.
TFC phone 753-7825 after 5:00 p. m.
TOME,
MA'M. BUT WHAT I
A LIFE SO FAR REMOVED
LEFT. BLT WE I-IAD GROWN SO
YOU'VE GUESSED IT,
D-13-C
CAN'T FIGURE OUT IS ...
FROM THE ONE I KNEW AS
FAR APART, I SAW NO PURPOSE/
ROOM for rent for boys. KitSLATS-- THAT i'M IN
V,
IN RENEWING OUR. \
A YOUNG WOMAN,
111/I?
chen Privileges. Located
-7
FACT
ROWENA
a
1008
THERE CEASED
RELATIONSHIP. AND "i MYRNA Z
Sharpe Street. Phone 753-66314 USED UPRIGHT piano. $35. Call
SCRAPPLE 2
753_7403.
D
-13-C
TO BE ANY
THE N . THEN MYRNA
1)-16-C
MEANINGFUL
CAME INTO MY LIFE_.
.)
CAMERAS, CAMERAS, CamTWO-BEDROOM
furnished
aConsole, Maple
21-inch
CONNECTION.
eras!!! New at Hollands. Konica
,
partment,
available
January
1
Cabinet Just like new.
4`.•,eker
D-12-P Auto S-2, 35 mm range finder,
Also one 19-inch Portable, Call 753-3106.
automatic electric eye: world
four months.
f/
LAND FOR Soybeans or corn.
One 21-inch G. E. Console, 50 acres bottom, 930 00 acre. famous Fl. 8 Hexanon letu.
Holland Drugs.
D-17-C
less than two years old. 40 acres ridge $25 00 acre
2.12
Prices reduced.
acres tobacco to lease for ENLARGERS .
New at Hol$100.00. Rent payable in ad- lands . . Ask for demonstration
vance. Phone 753-2263. D-13-P of the Simon Omega. An enRIT.HREY'S CAR &
larger for every photographer.
HOME SUPPLY
4-ROOM HOUSE. Hot and cold See it at Holland Drugs. D-17-C
I. I., u S P.. Off
•,oall
U...041 5 10.0.11
110 E Main Phone 753-5417 water, 4 miles north of MurD 13-C ray on 641. Call 753-2367. 13-14-C PUPPIES, ready for Christmas.
Will hold. Call 753-7349 after
Lil'
4:00 p. m.
by Al Capp
D-14-C

R.

41

COLOR
TELEVISIONS

•

•

31

Abner

HANDPA1NTED CHINA. Plates,
pin dishes, bell. Nice gifts.
Phone 753-7228.
D-14-C
PERSIAN KITTENS. The precious gift. Route 1, Gilbertsville,
Ky. 3624348
D-14-P

-For -INSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAGI!
LOANS
See ...
SPANN I WILSON
S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
TFC

I BET THEY-',RE
ALL EMOTIONAL,

SEEIN' THEIR
BABY BOY
AGAIN -

I.

o.

-

Weser".

THE LEDGER

MSU Pistol Team
Defeats Xavier

&

THURSDAY - DECEMBER

TIMER - MURRAY. EZPITUCEY

12, 1988,

NIXON • • •

-111t

(Continues, From Pepe 1)
The Murray University pistol
teams won five matches and
boa four in a series of dual
matches at Ohio State University OD December 7 The matched were the first meeting of
the Midwest nterootlegiate Piaui League and included teams
from the University of Wisconsin, Xavier Univeraity, Ohio
State Univenety and Dayton University

Sour

known for years.
Only once did Nixon slipwhen he failed to mention the
name of Maurice Stars, his
Secretary of Commerce, as he
outlined the process of selecting him.
Others on the cabinet list

In the vanity matches, Murray defeated University of Wia°omen 1061 to 1028, Xavier
Univereity 1082 to 101$ and
lost to Ohio State University
1085 to 1058. Murray State's
1002 against Xavier was the
/ugh team score of the meet
and is the beet team score by a
Murray State team in four years.
In this match, team oo-caiptain,
LauoerHill Kadin, from
dale, Florida, fired the individual high with a 287' of a
possible 300 points. Other members of the varsity an: Phil
Craig. Camden, Tennessee; Roddy Schatte. Daytona Beach, Florida; Gary .13tinsn, Mayfield.
Kentucky, and Co-Captain, Jack
Vied, Caldwell County, Kentucky.
In the ROTC competition,
ices in PARIS- The head of the South Vietnamese delegaMurray State de`eated Wisccn• tion to the Vietnam peace talks, Nguyen Can Ky, vice presisin University 1017 to 1004 and
dent of South Vietnam. his wife, Mai Ling, and their 3-yearXavier 1031 to 998. Ohio State
old daughter. Duten, take a walk in a park near their villa.
won over Murray 1027 to 1005.
Murray State's high individual
score was shot by ROTC team
captain, Jack Vied with a 273
Federal State Market News Other ROTC team members are
Service, 12-12-68 Kentucky Pur- Charlie Clark. Bang 'r Missouri,
chase Area Hog Market Report Gary Johnson. Mayfield, Kentucky and Jim Goode, OwensDon Wyatt was elected Includes 9 Buying Staticns.
boro. Kentucky.
Receipts
794
Head.
Barrows
and
wordiipful master of Buchanan
The women's pistol teem in
50e
Gilts
Lower.
Steady.
Sows
Lodge No. 771 of Free arid US 2-3
190-240 lhs $18_25-13 75, its fir* year of competition,
Masons at is
Accepted
Few 1-2 51980; beat Wisconsin 801 to 796 and
December stated meeting.
US 2-4 200-240 lbs 517.50-18.25. lost to Ohio State 758 to 836
arid Dayton 710 to 846. ShootOther officers elected are US 2-4 230-260 lbs 516.75-17.50;
ing on Murray State's woolens
Wayne Adams as senior warden, US 3-4 250-280 lbs 5162547.00;
team were team captain, Babe
Keith Chilcutt as junior warden, SOWS:
C-a oiell, Carbondale, Illinois;
John Rowlett u treasurer. David US 1-2 270-350 lbs 51450-14.75; Paula Horn,
Greenville: Linda
US
1-3
Lbs
300-450
and
secretary
513.00-14.50;
as
Jackson
IL
Vandiver, bland. Kentucky:
2-3
US
lbs
400-600
512.50-13.00!
Douglas Taylor as senior deacon.
Forma Burge. Louisville: and
Sylvia Fowler, Paris, Tennessee.
Wyatt appointed Bill Kemp as
Murray State meets SouthJunior deacon, Kermit Kemp as Calling All Ghosts
DETROIT UPI.-A clearing west Missouri in Murray on 14
chaplain, Darrel Rowlett as
senior steward, Ray Adams 1111 house for ghosts is operated by December in a non league mat.
in Clay- ch The next
intercollegiate
Junior steward and Charles a spirited organization
ton. Mo,
meet will be held at University
Thompson as tiler.
Haunt Hunters. a group dedi".'isconsin on 15 February
was cated to psychic research. seeks
The
installation
1969 This will also be an NRA
performed by David H. Jackson Information on ghosts, hauntsanctioned sectional meet to
as installing officer and John Inas, extrasensory perception ietermine
national team standand other psychic phenomena, ngs and the selection of
Rowlett as installing marshaL
"All
according to the "Encyclopedia American"
candidates.
of Associations," published by
Copal
Detroit
LUTON England (UPI - Gale Reseach Co..
Ne Wedding Bolls
Mrs Elisabeth Jones is seeing
MONTEVIDEO Uruguay
red - and brilliant blue and Sign Brews Dissent
(UPI - Carlos Canters Artapink and lilac The colon are
ST. LOUIS 1UP!
tavern gaveytia. 20. saw 52.000 lying
In her apartment And she isn't Isign says
"Draft Beer -Not on the car seat of an ArgenNext door neighbor
happy
tine tourist and picked it up,
Students"
Tony Flynn explained:
envisioning his chance to marry
and set up a hairdresser shop
with his future bride Police
became suspicious of his sudden
prosperity and arrested him
only hours before the scheduled wedding

In M
1 Callol
'etinited F

ALVAtilakVALVIIKAVAVAVAreakral

LADIES DUSTERS

23C
Schol

100'-• Acrylic Pile, 100'
, Cotton
BaCK. Completely washable.
Assorted colors and styles. 10-18.

rt.

Buchanan Masons
Elect Don Wyatt

John H. Mitchell

LADIES FULL
LENGTH DUSTERS

LITTLE FOLKS ANIMAL SLIPPERS 6413-6419/.
Cuddly, comfy. cute as their favorite stuffed toys!
Colorful plush uppers. soft foam lining. In pasteLs
and bright lollipop colors. Sizes 4-12 Reg. $1.96
SPECIAL 11.50

Washable or Dry Clean. Assorted
colors. 10-18.
Styles and

$9.33

Market Report

LADIES PADDED BRA GOWN OR
PADDED BRA BABY DOLL PAJAMAS
ted colors. 32-38.

$2.66
LADIES SHIFT GOWNS
Da% id M. Kennedy

Yuletide
Planned
Grove C

$3.54
Ladies 80% Acetate, VV.:. Nylon Brushed

SLEEPWEAR GOWNS /
51.77-53.54
Long or Short Length, S-M-L
$2.66-$4.33
PAJAMAS, 32-48
Both have assorted Styles and colors.

79
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AtZt-
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•64.
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-
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Atts04.47
national readerI I Bret Marie in his thirties, taken be non
ship I 'I A specimen of terse in Bret Martell own handwriting.

iteraimuNte

$1.50
WOMENS FOAM LINED SLIPPER (6346). Leisurely
comfort combined with attractive styling Easy-clean
manmade uppers with padded heel and floral foam
lining for super softness Sizes 5-10 in blue Reg 11.99.

MFJ4S& BOYS CORDUROY SLIPPER (6650-o5501.
Comfort slipper crafted In corduroy. Terrycloth liningII
•
and comfortable cushion crepe sole. Sizes: Mena 61-12,
Boys 3i-43, in brown. Regular $2.99.

LADIES BRA-SLIP
uow.
White,
32 -6c
ini $3.i4
or

.t of fiction and verse His The Leek of Rearing Camp was among Overland Monthly contents in 1868 It was to be followed by The
Outcasts of Poker Flat and Tennessee's Fartner in the series of tales liaised on incidents
in the Far West of the Fifties which are preserved in countless anthologies of best short
stories. His memorable comic ballad, Plain
Laaguage from Truthful James, also contributed to the popular favor that brought •
$10,000 contract from the great organ of
Boston intelligensia. The Atlantk. Monthly,
for twelve contributions
Harte was to be a determinant influence
In the career of his greatest contemporary,
Clemens. "Matte," said Clemens. "trimmed
and trained me" The two were to collaborate on one work, Ah Slia. I
CLARK KINNAIRD

,

SPECIAL

1•Porge R•Irnne)

!

($.41;

A Yuletidi
• presented at
"Church of th
sey on W
18, at 7:30
The progr•
Junior Fello
thirty minist
"The Gifts 1
The Nazar
Society will
play, "Mine
Special sin
church trio
e brief int
The churc
ial invitatior
attend this s

4

This'll Fracture Yew
ST LOUIS . UPI)-MacDonald Bonebrake is a doctor

:rum mmou'leinzlin

n .11arte's work Is marked by Benoit. mentality, humor, and a penchant
for showing thieves, vagabonds and miners
as more admirable than conventional and
law-abiding folk,- This summation by William Rose Benet of the writings of Francis
Bret Harte suggests that Marie may have
been a model for Damon Runyon as delineator of "guys and dolls- three-quarters of a
century later
Harte. a native of New York. went to California In gold rush days, and discovered his
talents as writer with. working unsuccessfully as miner, store clerk, printer He came
- to national attention in 1868 as initial editor
of The Oseriand Monthly, and contributor to

FLUFF SCUFF ,6981). Warm comfy flannel lined
vamp with shaggy manmade fleece uppers and innersole. Cushioned sole for lounging comfort. Sizes 5-10.
in assorted colors.

Assorted styles and colors. 8-M-L.

New Medical Schools
BERKELEY. Calif UPI) Two new medical schools at the
University of California are
among five medical schools
starting up this fall in the
United States
The two new CC medical
schools at Davis and San Diego
will accommodate 95 first year
medical students, almost half
of the 217 to be admitted to aIl
five new schools The other
three new schools are at the
University of Connecticut, Mt.
Sinai. and the University of
Texas at San Antonio
DISORDERS RAGE ON AT COLLEGE A demonstrator picks up
a rock to hurl at police just off embattled San Francisco
State Cottage. tormented by student demonstrations

Ta t•nty-th]
scholars]
galliated amon
nag a total
Rid awards
lidier at Mt
'E) during
year.
Since sons
financial aid
r differe
dent invs
ted at mc
Of the 41
4.)sehool senio:
1
/
Scholarships
last spring,
accepted th
them, actor(
Eldridge, dii
es at Mu
Johnny MI
for etude
e Universi
students
total of $74
erally-sponso:

ty

Robert H. Finch
communicated to the GOP congressional leaders by telephone
from Nixon's New York headquarters were:
Secretary of the treasury Mild M. Kennedy, Chairman of
the Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Co.
Attorney General - John N.
Mitchell, a partner in Nixon's
New York law firm and Nixon's
campaign manager.
Secretary of health education
and welfare - Robert H. Finch,
lieutenant governor of California.
Secretary of housing and urban development-Gov. 6eorge
Romney of Michigan.
Secretary of labor-George
P Shultz. dean of the Graduate
School of Business. University
of Chicago.
Secretary of transportationGov. John A. Volpe of Massachusetts.
Secretary of the Interior Gov. Walter J. Bickel of Alaska.
Secretary of commerce-Maurice Stans, New York investment banker and former budget director.

LADIES 100% NYLON TRICOT
SLIPS

•

3.00
MENS FOAM LINED LOUNGER (6820). c,otniort.a.ble
as his easy chair! Supple vinyl uppers, completely
foam lined. Sires 61-12, In brown. Regular 1.3 79

32-40

SPE( I II

!HATCHING HALe-SLIP, S-M-L

$2.66

LADIES PANTIES
100'1, Nylon or 100% Acetate. Wide choice of
colors, Including red and black. 5.8.
Priced from . . .

LADIES BIKINI PANTIES
Nylon, stretch, lace or acetate. Assorted styles
and colors. 5-7.

Open.

- Sat 9-9
Sunday
1-6
Mon

Two breal
to the Mum
ment with s
in one of LI
ing to the n
Elmer Shc
to Repair oi
told police
morning th
$5.00 in ni
from his bui
tween five
one o'clock
Police said
is gained en
window whi
repaired sin
In reported
ember 4.
Oliver Ch.
h Street r
Ice last n•
meone ha(
n the back
ocked it to
e.
Cherry to
as missing
urred some
.m. and five

NA

le

YEATil

Us16.4 Pr

$3.54

Secretary of agriculture Clifford M. Hardin, chancellor
of the University of Nebraska.
Postmaster general - W. M.
Red Blount, president of the
United States Chamber of Commerce.

11,PEI

Brealcin
To The

BR AIR SHOPPE CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

TOUCHDOWN! BOYS FOOTBALL SLIPPER (6438 ,
Comfort scores in a flannee-lined ankle style EasyCare vinyl uppers with colorful football design-just
for kicks Sizes 8-3. In brown Regular $1 96

Acres of Free
Park ing

by United
Clearing f
east tonig
urries mos
y mid 40s
ast Low tc
w 30s east
!der Satur

Kentucky
p 0.2; Beim'
Barkley L
0.2; Belo
.2.
Sunrise 7:
No moon.

LOUISVEL.
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Uook, Sato
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Temperatu
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talon early
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